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Populations that have recently diverged across sharp environmental gradients provide 

an opportunity to study the mechanisms by which natural selection drives adaptive 

divergence. Inland and coastal populations of the North American swamp sparrow 

(Melospiza georgiana) have become an emerging model system for studies of natural 

selection because they are morphologically and behaviorally distinct despite a very 

recent divergence time (<15,000 years), yet common garden experiments have 

demonstrated a genetic basis for their differences. I characterized genomic patterns of 

variation within and between inland and coastal swamp sparrows via reduced 

representation sequencing and demonstrated that background genomic differentiation 

(FST=0.02) and divergence (ΦST=0.05) between these populations is very low, 

rendering signatures of natural selection highly detectable (max FST=0.8). I then 

sequenced and assembled a de novo reference genome for the species and conducted a 

scan for genes involved in coastal adaptation, particularly the evolution of a deeper 

bill, darker plumage, and tolerance for salinity. I recovered a multigenic snapshot of 

adaptation via robust signatures of selection at 31 genes. As in Darwin’s finches, bone 

morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling appears responsible for changes in bill depth, 

a putative magic trait for ecological speciation. Genes for salinity tolerance constituted 

the majority of candidates (23/31), including genes involved in regulating osmotic 



 

balance via vasoconstriction and intracellular vesicle trafficking. I then quantified 

genotype-phenotype associations in a naturally occurring hybrid zone between inland 

and coastal swamp sparrows and demonstrated that melanism in coastal swamp 

sparrows is a product of both direct positive selection and molecular “spandrel” 

effects. Black plumage patches are the product of intrasexual selection on a melanin-

specific transcription factor (BNC2), whereas black legs are a pleiotropic consequence 

of selection on a vesicle trafficking gene involved in salt tolerance (BLOC1S2). 

Pleiotropic effects of vesicle trafficking may therefore explain why other salt marsh 

birds, snakes and mammals have also evolved darker coloration in a phenomenon 

known as “salt marsh melanism”. Natural selection has therefore driven genetic, 

ecological and phenotypic divergence in the swamp sparrow, and possibly other 

locally adapted salt marsh lineages, through a combination of direct and indirect 

molecular mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

LOW GENOMIC DIVERGENCE AND HIGH GENE FLOW BETWEEN 

LOCALLY ADAPTED POPULATIONS OF THE SWAMP SPARROW 
 

Abstract 

Populations that have recently diverged across sharp environmental gradients provide 

an opportunity to study the mechanisms by which natural selection drives adaptive 

divergence. Inland and coastal populations of the North American swamp sparrow 

have become an emerging model system for studies of natural selection because they 

are morphologically and behaviourally distinct despite a very recent divergence time 

(<15,000 years), yet common garden experiments have demonstrated a genetic basis 

for their phenotypic differences. We characterized genomic patterns of variation 

within and between inland and coastal swamp sparrows via reduced representation 

sequencing in order to reconstruct the contributions of demography, gene flow and 

selection to this case of recent adaptive divergence. Compared to inland swamp 

sparrows, coastal swamp sparrows exhibited fewer polymorphic sites and reduced 

nucleotide diversity at those sites, indicating that a bottleneck and/or recent selective 

sweeps occurred in that population during coastal colonization and local adaptation. 

Estimates of genome-wide differentiation (FST=0.02) and sequence divergence 

(ΦST=0.05) between inland and coastal populations were very low, consistent with 

postglacial divergence. A small number of SNPs were strongly differentiated (max 

FST=0.8) suggesting selection at linked sites. Swamp sparrows sampled from breeding 

sites at the habitat transition between freshwater and brackish marshes exhibited high 

levels of genetic admixture. Such evidence of active contemporary gene flow makes 

the evolution and maintenance of local adaptation in these two populations even more 
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notable. We summarize several features of the swamp sparrow system that may 

facilitate the maintenance of adaptive diversity despite gene flow, including the 

presence of a magic trait. 

 

Introduction 

Birds offer many striking examples of local adaptation, particularly in terms of two 

evolutionarily labile traits: bill shape and plumage. Both traits are capable of 

substantial phenotypic change in response to natural selection, over both shallow and 

deep phylogenetic timescales (eg. Kusmierski et al. 1997; Lovette et al. 2002; Burns et 

al. 2002). In many cases, bill or plumage traits likely evolve via post-speciation 

selection, when allopatric taxa that are already reproductively isolated experience 

different forms of selection on these phenotypes depending on their environment 

(Dobzhansky 1940). Alternatively, when natural selection itself is responsible for 

driving genetic divergence between lineages during the evolution of local adaptation, 

we refer to the process as adaptive divergence. Since adaptive divergence may lead to 

the evolution of reproductive isolation (“ecological speciation”; Mayr 1963; Harrison 

1991; Rice and Hostert 1993; Funk 1998; Schluter 2000, 2001; Coyne and Orr 2004; 

Nosil et al. 2005; Rundle and Nosil 2005; Nosil 2012), case studies of the early stages 

of adaptive divergence offer an opportunity to understand the mechanisms by which 

natural selection drives diversification over time. How does selection create and 

maintain locally adapted lineages before reproductive isolation has evolved between 

them? 

Ecologically distinct populations of the North American swamp sparrow 

(Melospiza georgiana) have served as a natural laboratory for studies of adaptive 

divergence for decades. In the eastern USA there is both a widespread inland form of 

the swamp sparrow (M. g. georgiana), and a range-restricted coastal form (M. g. 
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nigrescens) that breeds in brackish tidal marshes of the Delaware and Chesapeake 

Bays (Figure 1.1; Greenberg and Droege 1990; Beadell et al. 2003). “Coastal Plain” 

swamp sparrows were first recognized as distinct from inland swamp sparrows more 

than 60 years ago (Bond and Stewart 1951), and various phenotypes that distinguish 

the two forms have since been studied extensively. The coastal population differs from 

inland populations in at least ten traits (Table 1), including a deeper bill and melanic 

plumage (Figure 1.2; Greenberg and Droege 1990). Field studies have demonstrated 

that at least eight of the ten derived traits that distinguish coastal swamp sparrows are 

adaptive in coastal environments (Table 1.1; Goldstein et al. 2004; Grenier and 

Greenberg 2005; Olsen et al. 2008, 2013; Peele et al. 2009; Greenberg et al. 2012), 

and common garden rearing experiments have confirmed that there is a strong genetic 

basis to most trait differences between the populations, including bill and plumage 

(Table 1.1; Ballentine and Greenberg 2010). Natural selection for deeper bills in 

coastal habitats has, in turn, biomechanically constrained the range of possible 

bandwidths at which coastal males can trill (Ballentine 2006), driving further 

population divergence through nonrandom mating. Inland swamp sparrow females 

prefer to mate with males that sing broad-bandwidth songs and maximize vocal 

performance, but coastal swamp sparrow females prefer the songs of coastal males, 

who compensate for a loss of bandwidth by increasing trill rate (Ballentine et al. 

2013a, 2013b). Swamp sparrows are the third empirical example of bill shape as a 

“magic trait” (Gavrilets 2004): natural selection on the bills of Darwin’s finches and 

crossbills also imposes biomechanical constraints on song, facilitating divergence in 

this mating signal and driving the evolution of reproductive isolation (Podos 2001; 

Podos et al. 2004; Huber and Podos 2006; Huber et al. 2007; Smith and Benkman 

2007). 
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Although many of the adaptive traits in coastal swamp sparrows have a 

heritable genetic basis, coastal birds have not had much time to evolve them. Coastal 

tidal marshes did not exist in the northeastern or mid-atlantic regions during the Last 

Glacial Maximum (LGM) because northeastern coasts were under the ice sheet, and 

mid-atlantic coasts were hydrologically unstable due to glacial outflow from rivers and 

streams (Malamud-Roam et al. 2006). Tidal marsh habitats also require sediment 

accretion from rising sea levels in order to establish (Pethick 1984; Warren and 

Niering 1993). Coastal swamp sparrows have therefore likely colonized and adapted 

to this novel habitat rapidly, within the last 15,000 years. Consistent with a recent 

divergence, inland and coastal swamp sparrows have proven indistinguishable using 

allozymes and mitochondrial DNA (Balaban 1988; Greenberg et al. 1998). A recent 

study using microsatellite markers was the first to successfully resolve subtle genetic 

differentiation between coastal and inland swamp sparrows, and a genetic contact zone 

in northern New Jersey coincident with the ecotone between brackish and freshwater 

marshes (Greenberg et al. 2016). 

To reconstruct the evolutionary processes responsible for adaptive divergence 

between inland and coastal swamp sparrows, we quantify genome-wide molecular 

variation for the species and extract patterns of historical demography, gene flow and 

selection. We also test for an association between phenotypic and genomic divergence, 

and characterize levels of admixture in the putative inland/coastal hybrid zone with 

genome-level sampling. 
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Figure 1.1  Breeding range of Swamp Sparrow subspecies (Greenberg and Droege 

1990; Beadell et al. 2003). Freshwater (¢) and brackish (�) sampling sites 
are shown with two-letter site codes (Table 1.2). Hatching denotes an area 
of very low breeding density in which the phenotypes of birds have not 
been studied. Dashed line denotes the approximate southern extent of the 
boreal subspecies (ericrypta), not included in this study. 
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Figure 1.2 Bill depth (A) and the extent of black crown plumage (B) are two of many 

traits that subtly distinguish inland (blue) and coastal (red) swamp 
sparrows. Morphological data include only birds from allopatric sites 
(N=29) and are from Greenberg and Droege (1990). Photos are of 
breeding males (inland: Hamilton County NY and Assunpink NJ,  
coastal: Fishing Bay MD).  
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Methods 

Sample collection and phenotypic measurements. We compiled 92 DNA samples from 

male and female swamp sparrows from 15 sites distributed across the breeding range 

of inland and coastal forms in the northeastern US, including samples from the 

putative contact zone in northern New Jersey (Figure 1.1; Tables 1.2, A1.1). Most 

were blood samples collected from birds banded in the 2001 breeding season (N=66), 

and the remainder were blood samples from banded birds or tissue samples from 

vouchered specimens, collected by P. Deane-Coe (P.D.) or other collectors from the 

Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates during the 2007-2014 breeding seasons 

(N=26). We collected four voucher specimens and six blood samples from a 

previously unstudied coastal population at Fishing Bay Wildlife Management Area 

(MD) on the eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay, representing the most southern 

breeding location sampled to date (Table A1.1). We also took a complete set of high 

resolution photographs for all birds banded in 2012-2014, using a Canon DSLR 

camera against a standardized color reference target (Xrite Digital SG Colorchecker), 

and collected standard morphological data for all banded birds. 

 

Library preparation and sequencing. We extracted DNA using the DNeasy kit 

(Qiagen), quantified concentrations on a Qubit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and 

balanced concentrations across samples using either dilution or vacuum filtration. We 

digested 175ng of each sample with enzymes SBf1 and Msp1. We followed standard 

ddRAD protocols for digestion, Illumina TruSeq primer ligation and clean-up as 

described by Peterson et al. (2012). We chose a combination of eight index groups and 

12 barcodes, each 5 or 6 bases in length (Table A1.2). Prior to barcode ligation, we 

selected fragments from 400-600bp in size using the Pippen protocol (Sage Science, 

MA, USA). Barcode sequences were semi-randomized by systematically distributing 
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individuals from each sampling location across index groups and barcode identities 

(Table A1.2). Within index groups, we ligated barcodes with either 14 or 16 cycles of 

PCR and visually inspected the products of these reactions on a gel to confirm that 

amplification error had not distorted the size distribution of fragments. We balanced 

DNA concentration to 2nM across index groups following quantification on a 

Bioanalyzer, and pooled index groups. We used two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq in 

Rapid Run mode for sequencing (yielding over 200 million 150bp reads), and we 

performed quality filtering and individual genotyping using a custom modification of 

the STACKS pipeline (Catchen et al. 2011). In brief, we executed process_radtags 

commands to demultiplex reads and used fastX tools for custom processing. We 

clipped reads with insert sizes short enough to contain adapter sequence, and trimmed 

all reads to 145bp. The first eight base pairs of each read did not meet quality 

standards due to low complexity across index sequences, and were also trimmed. We 

determined that trimming the sequence containing the enzyme cut site did not 

negatively affect the performance of the STACKS assembly by performing multiple 

parallel processing runs. In fact, this step improved the quality of the assembly by 

removing sections of low quality sequence and preserving the high quality remainder 

of each read. We caution, however, that this modified assembly approach may not 

work as efficiently in comparisons across a deeper divergence time than in our system, 

since successful assembly of reads from multiple individuals will rely on sequence 

similarity downstream of the cut site. 

 

SNP genotyping. We quality-filtered reads, retaining those with Illumina quality 

scores above 24, and the resulting 137bp fragments were assembled into a catalogue 

of 72,246 unique loci according to a minimum depth of five reads per stack, two locus 

mismatches allowed within individuals, and four locus mismatches allowed in the 
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catalog. We dropped two individuals from the northern part of the inland range 

(TCm4, TCu1; both sampled far from the hybrid zone) prior to SNP discovery because 

they possessed unusual and divergent haplotypes at several loci, representing either 

sequencing error or gene flow from the unsampled boreal subspecies M. g. ericrypta. 

We grouped remaining individuals (N=90) into three populations for SNP discovery, 

according to whether they originated from the allopatric range of either the inland 

(sites HC, GE, TC, ER, GC) or coastal (WB, BH, PM, FB) populations, or from sites 

near the contact zone between the two (HA, NE, ME, GS, CH, EH). After extensive 

exploration of the impact of missing data on the accuracy of population genetic 

estimates from our data, we conservatively required that a given SNP be present in at 

least 50% of the individuals in each of the three populations. A total of 29,058 single-

nucleotide sites on 4,256 stacks that met these criteria were polymorphic across 

allopatric inland, allopatric coastal, and sites near the contact zone. We selected the 

first SNP from each remaining locus to define a panel of independent SNPs for 

subsequent analyses of genome-wide variation and divergence (N=4,238 after 

additional SNP quality filtering). We performed an Analysis of Molecular Variance 

(AMOVA; Meirmans 2006) in the program ARLEQUIN (Excoffier and Lischer 2010) 

to assess the distribution of total genetic variation across different hierarchical 

categories of population structure. We extracted a range of different population 

genetic metrics and locus-specific allele frequencies from the output of STACKS, 

including FST (a relative measure of differentiation in allele frequencies; Wright 1965; 

Weir and Cockerham 1984) and ΦST (a relative measure of mutational distance 

between populations; Meirmans and Hedrick 2010). We also tested for FST outliers 

using Bayescan (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008). 
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Characterizing genome-wide patterns of variation and divergence. To determine 

whether genome-wide SNP variation reflected evolutionary distinctness of swamp 

sparrows from freshwater and coastal marshes, we performed k-means clustering on 

the results of a Principle Coordinates Analysis (PCA) using Discriminant Analysis of 

Principle Components (DAPC) (Adegenet; Jombart et al. 2010), and performed 

bayesian assignment tests using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000). We also 

performed k-means clustering manually in R, to confirm the results of the DAPC 

algorithm. To resolve the location and extent of admixture, we estimated the 

probability of assignment for all individuals in the dataset to the significant genetic 

clusters determined in the previous step, comparing the assignments generated by both 

DAPC and STRUCTURE. 

 

Testing morphological associations. We tested for significant associations between 

phenotypic scores for adaptive traits (bill depth, length, width, volume and extent of 

black crown plumage) and discriminant scores based on genome-wide SNP variation 

using Spearman Rank correlation (correlation coefficient = ρ). For consistency, only 

birds sampled in 2001 and measured by R. Greenberg were used in these analyses. We 

performed analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) to test for significant associations 

between morphology and discriminant score for any traits that significantly scaled 

with weight. We also performed T-tests to assess the degree of morphological 

differentiation between distinct genetic clusters inferred from DAPC. 
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Table 1.2 Locations and dates for Swamp Sparrows sampled in this study (N=92).  
 

Code Sampling locations N Date 
HC Hamilton County, NY 3 2013 
TC Tompkins County, NY 12 2008-2014 
GE Genesee County, NY 1 2007 
ER Erie National Wildlife Refuge, PA 8 2001 
GC Garrett County, MD 8 2001 
HA Hawley, PA 3 2001 
NE Newton, NJ 6 2001 
ME Meadowlands, NJ 6 2001 
GS Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, NJ 10 2001 
CH Cheesequake State Park, NJ 5 2001 
EH Egg Harbor, NJ 1 2001 
WB Woodland Beach, DE 2 2001 
BH Bombay Hook, DE 8 2001 
PM Port Mahon, DE 9 2001 
FB Fishing Bay Wildlife Management Area, MD 10 2014 
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Results 

Genome-wide differentiation and divergence. Out of the 29,058 SNPs in the complete 

dataset, only 11% (3,126 SNPs) showed significant allele frequency differences 

(corrected FST > 0) between coastal and inland swamp sparrows. Our panel of 4,238 

independent SNPs also reflected overall similarity between coastal and inland 

genomes (median FST=0.00, mean FST=0.02), and sequence divergence was similarly 

low (median ΦST=0.03, mean ΦST=0.05). There was a long tail to the distributions of 

both FST and ΦST (max FST=0.80; max ΦST=0.77), representing SNPs with large allele 

frequency differences (FST), and loci with large mutational distances between inland 

and coastal haplotypes (ΦST), but Bayescan did not identify any of these as significant 

outliers. An AMOVA including only allopatric coastal or inland sites indicated that 

most of the total genetic variance is partitioned across individuals (76%) or across 

individuals within sites (19%), providing further indication that most variable sites 

within the genome are not structured between coastal and inland swamp sparrows. 

Higher variation within groups than between groups is commonly observed in 

investigations of recently diverged taxa (e.g., Campagna et al. 2015). A very low 

proportion of the variance (1.5%) could be attributed to structure between breeding 

sites within each population, indicating little to no role for isolation by distance or 

other geographic or demographic processes operating within coastal or inland ranges. 

Consistent with the presence of a long tail to the distributions of FST and ΦST, however, 

a small subset of genome-wide variation (3%) was partitioned between coastal and 

inland habitats. 

The program STRUCTURE did not resolve strong support for two distinct 

genetic groups (best K=1), representing genetic variation within swamp sparrows as a 

gradual cline in allele frequencies across many individuals of intermediate assignment 

when K=2 was enforced (Figure 1.3). In contrast, according to DAPC, total genomic 
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variation within our samples was best represented by a single discriminant axis from a 

scaled PCA, and the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores supported 

two genetic clusters corresponding to birds sampled from inland freshwater vs. coastal 

brackish marshes (Figures 1.3, A1.1). A conventional PCA with manually applied k-

means clustering also robustly supported the genetic distinctness of swamp sparrows 

from coastal vs. inland habitats. 

 

Molecular variation within each population. As a group, birds sampled from coastal 

brackish tidal marshes possessed fewer polymorphisms across the genome than those 

from inland freshwater marshes (2.8% vs. 3.7% of sites), and had fewer private alleles 

(2,367 vs. 6,473). Average nucleotide diversity was also subtly but significantly lower 

in coastal birds compared to inland birds (inland π = 0.11±0.14, coastal π = 0.10±0.15; 

p=3.2x10-7), however, despite a smaller population size coastal birds exhibited more 

negative values of FIS than inland birds (inland FIS=-2.0, coastal FIS=-3.2; p=6.3x10-29), 

suggesting that inbreeding is not responsible for this loss of variation. 

 

Location and extent of admixture. The two methods used to infer individual 

assignment probabilities (STRUCTURE and DAPC) exhibited discordance in terms of 

the extent of admixture, but both did exhibit concordance with respect to the location 

of the zone of admixture, which occurs in and around the ecotonal transition between 

freshwater and brackish habitats in northern NJ (Figure 1.4). Birds from two sites (ME 

and CH) had highly heterogeneous individual assignments to one cluster or the other 

according to DAPC, consistent with the wide range of discriminant axis values 

attributed to individuals from these northern brackish habitats (Figure 1.3, 1.4). 

Heterogeneity across individuals at these sites was also observed from the assignments 

calculated in STRUCTURE. 
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Figure 1.3  Discriminant analysis of 22 principal components, via K-means clustering 

and model selection, identified two clusters of genetically related swamp 
sparrows from a panel of 4,238 independent SNPs. A single axis of 
variation best distinguished the clusters. The x-axis represents the 
placement of individuals (short vertical lines) along this discriminant axis. 
The y-axis is a scaled metric representing the smoothed density of 
individuals corresponding to each discriminant value. Assignment 
probabilities consistently placed swamp sparrows from inland freshwater 
sites (blue) and coastal brackish sites (red) in separate clusters, with the 
exception of birds from two brackish sites in northern NJ (black). 
Individuals from these sites exhibited highly heterogeneous assignments to 
one cluster or the other. Brackets represent the range of genetic variation 
sampled from each site. Refer to Table 1.2 for site codes. 
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Figure 1.4  Assignment probabilities of individual swamp sparrows to one of two 

genetic clusters, computed by the programs STRUCTURE (top) and 
DAPC (bottom). Refer to Figure 1.1 and Table 1.2 for two-letter site 
codes. Black line indicates the ecotone between freshwater and  
brackish habitats. 
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Associations between phenotype scores and genomic assignment. Bill length, bill 

width and wing chord measures were not significantly correlated with the placement 

of individuals on the discriminant axis (Figure A1.1). Correlations between DAPC 

discriminant axis score and morphological score were significant for the following 

traits: Bill depth (ρ=0.46, p<0.001), bill volume (ρ=0.35, p<0.05), extent of black 

crown plumage (ρ=0.29, p<0.05), tarsus (ρ=0.20, p<0.05) and weight (ρ=0.33, 

p<0.05). Bill depth and volume did not significantly scale with tarsus length, a 

common proxy for overall size; however both metrics did scale with weight (Figure 

A1.2; bill depth, ρ=0.41, p<0.01; bill volume, ρ=0.49, p<0.001). We conducted 

analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) to test for an association between phenotype and 

discriminant axis score when the confounding effect of weight was removed, and both 

relationships remained strong and significant (p<0.001). Since variation in bill depth 

influences bill volume, and bill width and length were not significant, we only show 

the data for bill depth and black crown plumage (Figure 1.5). Both bill depth and black 

crown plumage also significantly differed between the two distinct genetic clusters 

inferred from DAPC (corresponding to inland and coastal sites).  
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Figure 1.5  Morphological traits distinguishing inland and coastal swamp sparrows, 

and their association with genomic discrimination scores (left) and cluster 
assignment (right). Both bill depth (A) and the extent of black crown 
plumage (B) positively correlate with DAPC score. Birds assigned to the 
coastal cluster had significantly deeper bills and more extensive black 
crown plumage than those assigned to the inland cluster  
(p < 0.001 and p < 0.05, respectively). 
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Discussion 

Recent adaptive divergence between inland and coastal swamp sparrows. In our 

comparisons, genome-wide patterns of variation supported previous evidence that 

inland and coastal swamp sparrows are very closely related, but have diverged very 

recently and are now on distinct evolutionary trajectories. We found evidence of 

population genetic structure corresponding to inland and coastal subspecies, but it was 

sufficiently low to be consistent with divergence during the most recent 15,000 years, 

and it was only detected by the more sensitive of the two methods of genetic cluster 

assignment (DAPC inferred two significant clusters but STRUCTURE did not). 

Across all swamp sparrows sampled, degrees of morphological variation did correlate 

with degrees of genome-wide differentiation, and both bill depth and black crown 

plumage were significantly associated with the genomic cluster to which birds were 

assigned. 

 

Divergent SNPs despite a highly similar genomic background. Inland and coastal 

swamp sparrow genomes are highly similar, but a long tail in the FST distribution also 

suggests selection in regions of the genome linked to these sites. Bayescan detected no 

significant outliers, however, which is not surprising given the subtle phenotypic 

divergence in question: Outlier tests scan for sites with reciprocally fixed or nearly 

fixed haplotype frequencies, and the adaptive and heritable phenotypes that 

differentiate inland and coastal swamp sparrows are not fixed in either population. 

Rather, bill depth and plumage melanism in coastal birds is an exaggerated subset of 

the total trait variation among inland birds (Figure 1.2; Greenberg and Droege 1990). 

Detection of functional variation responsible for adaptive phenotypes will require 

much more extensive genomic sampling, both to increase the proportion of the 

genome scanned and to enhance our ability to detect significant deviations in allele 
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frequencies due to selection by more tightly estimating the background distribution of 

FST across the rest of the genome. 

 

Evidence of a founder effect during coastal colonization. Compared to inland swamp 

sparrows, coastal swamp sparrows exhibited fewer polymorphic sites, reduced 

nucleotide diversity at those sites, and fewer private alleles. This pattern of reduced 

molecular variation is not likely due to post-colonization genetic drift in the smaller 

coastal population since average FIS is negative in coastal birds, indicating less 

inbreeding. In fact, coastal populations appear to exhibit even less inbreeding than the 

large inland population (more negative FIS). Reduced population genetic variation on 

the coast without evidence of contemporary inbreeding is therefore consistent with an 

alternative demographic scenario: a recent population bottleneck during coastal 

colonization. If coastal colonists originated from the same ancestral source population 

as contemporary inland populations, these founders may have carried only a subset of 

ancestral variation with them. 

 

Gene flow at the inland/coastal ecotone. Admixture estimates for individuals from 

across the northeastern US support earlier suggestions that there is a zone of contact 

between inland and coastal swamp sparrows in northern New Jersey, where inland 

freshwater marshes transition to brackish coastal marshes. Depending on the 

assignment algorithm used, this transition between genetically distinct groups is 

inferred to be either abrupt (DAPC) or gradual (STRUCTURE), reflecting different 

sensitivities to the subtle signal of divergence present in the data. Finer-scale 

geographic sampling of sparrows from within this region is ongoing and will facilitate 

the use of more computationally sophisticated methods to infer ancestry (Introgress, 
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Gompert and Buerkle 2010; BGC, Gompert and Buerkle 2012; HapMix, Price et al. 

2009; RASPberry, Wegmann et al. 2011).  

 

Local adaptation despite gene flow. In the present day, adaptive diversity appears to 

be maintained by selection despite gene flow since we detected highly admixed 

individuals at the ecotone between habitats in northern New Jersey. Two aspects of the 

swamp sparrow system may explain the maintenance of locally adaptive phenotypes 

despite active gene flow at that contact zone. First, since adaptive trait variation in 

coastal birds is a subset of the variation present inland (Figure 1.2), inland populations 

do harbor some coastally adaptive standing variation. Gene flow from the large inland 

population may therefore seed both adaptive and non-adaptive variants into the coastal 

gene pool, and if selection were strong, differential survival would mean that only the 

adaptive variants are maintained on the coast (eg. differential habitat performance; 

Harrison 1986, 1990). This would be an example of immigrant inviability maintaining 

adaptive diversity (Nosil et al. 2005). Second, there is robust evidence that divergent 

natural selection on bill size drives positive assortative mating according to habitat in 

swamp sparrows (Balletine 2006; Balletine et al. 2013a, 2013b). This process could 

maintain local adaptation by constraining gene flow to a narrow band of ecotonal or 

transitional habitat where divergent selection on bill shape is not strong or is not 

present. Future research in this hybrid zone that includes explicit tests of either 

mechanism will provide valuable insight into the mechanisms of adaptive evolution.
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CHAPTER 2 

 

WHOLE GENOME SCAN REVEALS THE MULTIGENIC BASIS  

OF RECENT TIDAL MARSH ADAPTATION IN A SPARROW 
 

Abstract 

Natural selection acts on functional molecular variation to create local adaptation, the 

“good fit” we observe between an organism’s phenotype and its environment. 

Genomic comparisons of lineages in the earliest stages of adaptive divergence have 

high power to reveal genes under natural selection because molecular signatures of 

selection on functional loci are maximally detectable when overall genomic 

divergence is low. We conducted a scan for local adaptation genes in the North 

American swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana), a species that includes 

geographically connected populations that are differentially adapted to freshwater vs. 

brackish tidal marshes. The brackish tidal marsh form has rapidly evolved tolerance 

for salinity, a deeper bill, and darker plumage since colonizing coastal habitats within 

the last 15,000 years. Despite their phenotypic differences, background genomic 

divergence between these populations is very low, rendering signatures of natural 

selection associated with this recent coastal adaptation highly detectable. We 

recovered a multigenic snapshot of ecological selection via a whole genome scan that 

revealed robust signatures of selection at 31 genes with functional connections to bill 

shape, plumage melanism and salt tolerance. As in Darwin’s finches, BMP signaling 

appears responsible for changes in bill depth, a putative magic trait for ecological 

speciation. A signal of selection at BNC2, a melanocyte transcription factor 

responsible for human skin color saturation, implicates a shared genetic mechanism 

for sparrow plumage color and human skin tone. Genes for salinity tolerance 
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constituted the majority of adaptive candidates identified in this genome scan (23/31) 

and included vasoconstriction hormones that can flexibly modify osmotic balance in 

tune with the tidal cycle by influencing both drinking behavior and kidney physiology. 

Other salt tolerance genes had potential pleiotropic effects on bill depth and melanism 

(6/31), offering a mechanistic explanation for why these traits have evolved together 

in coastal swamp sparrows, and in other organisms that have converged on the same 

“salt marsh syndrome”. As a set, these candidates capture the suite of physiological 

changes that coastal swamp sparrows have evolved in response to selection pressures 

exerted by a novel and challenging habitat. 

 

Introduction 

Natural selection is one of the most fundamental evolutionary forces, solely 

responsible for generating present day adaptive diversity by sorting functional 

molecular variation within lineages to drive local adaptation. When selection is strong, 

and when adaptive phenotypic divergence influences reproductive isolation, locally 

adapted lineages may advance along the speciation continuum toward ecological 

speciation (Mayr 1963; Harrison 1991; Schluter 2000, 2001; Coyne and Orr 2004; 

Nosil et al. 2005; Rundle and Nosil 2005; Nosil 2012; Harrison 2012). This process 

can therefore be better understood by characterizing the molecular mechanisms 

underlying local adaptation. The functional effects of genes responsible for adaptive 

phenotypes offer one such window onto the machinery of evolution.  

Recent studies have searched for genes under selection by conducting whole 

genome comparisons of closely related taxa (eg. Rubin et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2011; 

Jones et al. 2012; Malinsky et al. 2015; Burri et al. 2015; Lopes et al. 2016; Toews et 

al. 2016). Modern genome scans typically reveal heterogeneous patterns due to a 

combination of factors that include selection, gene flow, incomplete lineage sorting, 
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and recombination rate variation (Payseur and Rieseberg 2014). Peaks that stand out 

from the genomic background are often considered “islands of divergence” (Turner et 

al. 2005; Seehausen et al. 2014). Because the most commonly used divergence metric 

(FST) is a relative measure, sensitive to both allele frequency differences and within-

lineage variation at a particular site, islands of divergence may represent impermeable 

regions in a semipermeable genome that have been shielded from gene flow by 

selection (Harrison 1986, 1990; Wu 2001; Turner et al. 2005; Kane et al. 2009) or 

regions that have been purged of molecular variation by selective sweeps 

(Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Delmore et al. 2015). Both must be distinguished from 

background selection in low recombination regions, a confounding process also 

capable of generating FST peaks (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth 1998; Noor 

and Bennet 2010; Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Burri et 

al. 2015; Van Doren et al. 2017). 

Populations in the earliest stages of ecological divergence across an 

environmental gradient provide an opportunity to characterize local adaptation genes 

(Harrison and Larson 2014; Seehausen et al. 2014). Recent divergence times and 

ongoing gene flow make adaptive regions of the genome maximally detectable against 

a highly similar genomic background (Seehausen et al. 2014; Payseur and Rieseberg 

2016). The North American swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana) fits these criteria 

well, making it a tractable system in which to identify molecular targets of selection 

during adaptive divergence. Multiple lines of evidence suggest that swamp sparrows 

have recently expanded their range to colonize brackish coastal tidal marshes, as much 

of the northeastern and mid-atlantic coast was under an ice sheet at the Last Glacial 

Maximum. Mid-atlantic coasts were also hydrologically unstable during much of the 

Pleistocene due to glacial outflow from rivers and streams (Malamud-Roam et al. 

2006), and tidal marshes require sediment accretion from gradually rising sea levels in 
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order to establish (Pethick 1984; Warren and Niering 1993). Coastal swamp sparrows 

have therefore likely colonized this novel habitat within the last 15,000 years 

(Greenberg and Droege 1990). In the present, habitat isolation is the only potential 

barrier to gene flow between coastal and inland swamp sparrows, and they continue to 

interbreed at the ecotone between inland freshwater and coastal brackish habitats 

(Greenberg et al. 2016; Chapter 1).  

 

Local adaptation to tidal marshes. Despite a very recent divergence time and active 

contemporary gene flow with inland populations, coastal swamp sparrows are 

morphologically, ecologically and behaviorally distinct from inland populations 

(Greenberg and Droege 1990; Chapter 1). At least 10 well-characterized traits 

distinguish coastal swamp sparrows that breed in tidal marshes (M. g. nigrescens) 

from the more common inland freshwater subspecies (M. g. georgiana), including a 

tolerance for salinity, a deeper bill, and more melanic plumage. (Figure 2.1; Greenberg 

and Droege 1990; Grenier and Greenberg 2005; Olsen et al. 2013). Common garden 

experiments have revealed that differences in bill depth and plumage melanism 

between inland and coastal swamp sparrows persist when they are reared together in 

the laboratory, indicating that these components of phenotypic divergence have a 

heritable genetic basis (Ballentine and Greenberg 2010), and the adaptive value of 

these traits have been explicitly tested and demonstrated in natural populations 

(summarized in Chapter 1). Physiological and molecular mechanisms responsible for 

salt tolerance, bill depth and melanism have been characterized in many other species, 

providing a robust functional genomic literature from which to extract candidate 

genes, pathways and processes that may underlie these traits in swamp sparrows. 
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Figure 2.1  Breeding range of inland and coastal swamp sparrow subspecies in the 

mid-atlantic US, and their contact zone at the ecotone between freshwater 
and brackish tidal marshes in northern New Jersey (NJ). Tidal marsh 
habitat along the NJ shore contains previously unsampled (and therefore 
as-yet undiagnosed) populations (grey line). Numbers indicate samples 
from each site. 
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Salinity tolerance. Tidal salinity poses a fluctuating osmoregulatory challenge that all 

organisms breeding in tidal marshes must contend with physiologically, and it is one 

of the reasons that tidal marsh habitats are predominantly inhabited by specialist taxa 

(Correll et al. 2016). As tidal marsh specialists, coastal swamp sparrows are somehow 

able to tolerate increased salt intake from brackish drinking water and from foraging 

for invertebrate prey in brackish habitats (Greenberg et al. 2006). A coastal 

individual’s exposure to dietary salinity, and the degree of osmoregulatory stress they 

must tolerate, is a product of where they drink water and where their preferred 

invertebrate prey live (Figure 2.2; Goldstein 2006).  

Pelagic seabirds have specialized glands to concentrate and excrete salt 

(Heatwole and Taylor 1987), as does the saltmarsh-breeding clapper rail (Olson 1997), 

but passerine birds like sparrows have no such glands. Instead, passerines in saline 

habitats must tolerate salt through behavioral modifications that limit salt ingestion 

and physiological modifications that eliminate excess dietary salt via the kidney and 

intestine (Goldstein 2006). In a controlled comparison in a laboratory setting, sparrow 

species that breed in saltmarshes decreased drinking rate and maintained body mass 

better at higher salinity compared to inland sparrows (Bartholemew and Cade 1963). 

This decrease in drinking rate demonstrates that saltmarsh-adapted sparrows possess 

behavior-modifying mechanisms that aid osmoregulation, and their ability to maintain 

body mass demonstrates that they have physiological mechanisms to prevent water 

loss. For example, anatomical comparisons revealed that saltmarsh-adapted sparrows 

have structural adaptations to reduce salt reabsorption by the intestine (a smoother 

colon with a reduced brush border; Goldstein et al. 1990), and enlarged kidneys with 

an enhanced system for urine concentration (more medullary cones and loops of Henle 

in the nephron; Goldstein 2006).  
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Figure 2.2  Comparison of salt concentration in different food and water sources in a 

tidal marsh with the maximum salt-concentrating ability of the avian 
kidney (copied from Goldstein et al. 1990, and adapted to include 
information from Goldstein 2006). Tidal marsh sparrows must evolve 
specialized behavioral and/or physiological mechanisms of salt tolerance, 
since most available food or water sources contain salt concentrations that 
exceed the maximum concentration of typical avian urine. 
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The genetic changes responsible for these specific behavioral and 

physiological adaptations in saltmarsh-adapted sparrows are not yet known. To date, 

molecular mechanisms of salt tolerance have largely been characterized for species 

that cannot behaviorally escape salinity, such as plants (eg. Shi et al. 2000, Xue et al. 

2004; Kane et al. 2007), fish (eg. Hyndman and Evans 2007, 2009; Rengmark et al. 

2007; Purcell et al. 2008) and aquatic invertebrates (eg. Patrick et al. 2000). In saline 

environments these organisms may increase the transport and excretion of Na+ and Cl- 

to maintain optimal osmotic balance. In plants and fish, this is often achieved by 

increasing the expression, distribution or affinity of Na+ and Cl- ion channels (Munns 

2005; Hauser and Horie 2010). Much of this regulation occurs in the distal convoluted 

tubule (DCT) of the kidney, where the final excreted concentration of ions is 

determined via transporter-mediated reabsorption (de Baaij et al. 2015). In plants, ion 

channels expressed in the membranes of intracellular vesicles sequester and 

compartmentalize excess salt under salt stress conditions (Batelli et al. 2007). 

Pathways that regulate vesicle trafficking and turnover can confer salt tolerance by 

accelerating degradation or secretion of products sequestered in vacuoles, endosomes 

or lysosomes (Mazel et al. 2004). Organisms must also reduce intestinal permeability 

and transport of other ions like Mg2+ to maintain homeostasis without wasting water 

during excretion (Grosell et al. 2011; Esbaugh et al. 2014; Romani et al. 2007). 

Finally, in environments like tidal marshes where salinity stress changes throughout 

the tide cycle, rates of ion transport may be temporarily modified via vasoconstriction 

or vasodilation of the renal arteries or glomerular capillaries (Hyndman 2015). 

 

Deep bills as radiators. For coastal birds, deeper bills offer a larger surface area for 

convective radiative heat loss, reducing thermal stress in the sun-exposed, water-

limited conditions that characterize tidal marshes (Greenberg et al. 2012). Natural 
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selection for deeper bills in coastal swamp sparrows has, in turn, driven divergence in 

song (Ballentine 2006): coastal males are biomechanically constrained from singing 

the broad-bandwidth trills that inland females prefer, but coastal females prefer the 

alternative songs of coastal males, leading to non-random mating (Ballentine et al. 

2013a, 2013b). This mirrors the evolution of incipient reproductive isolation in 

Darwin’s finches and crossbills, where ecological selection favored larger bills in 

some populations, which in turn exerted constraints on song and promoted non-

random mating (Podos 2001; Podos et al. 2004; Huber and Podos 2006; Huber et al. 

2007; Smith and Benkman 2007). Swamp sparrow bill depth may therefore act as a 

“magic trait”: a mechanism by which natural selection itself drives ecological 

speciation between inland and coastal lineages over time (Gavrilets 2004). 

Genetic determinants of bill depth variation in birds are already well 

understood because this trait plays a role in several evolutionarily and agriculturally 

important model systems. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are members of the 

Transforming Growth Factor β (TGFβ) superfamily, and BMP signaling is responsible 

for variation in bill depth in Darwin’s finches, chickens, ducks and quail via their 

action during craniofacial development (Abzhanov et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004, 2006; 

Brugmann et al. 2010). Over-expression of the growth factor BMP4 in the prenasal 

cartilage of developing chicken embryos caused those individuals to grow larger, 

deeper bills (Abzhanov et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004). Other genes acting during 

development can lead to craniofacial deformities in humans, and several of these have 

also been implicated in bill shape evolution in birds (eg. Lamichhaney et al. 2015). 

 

Increased melanism for feather preservation and territoriality. Coastal swamp 

sparrows may have evolved more melanic plumage than their inland relatives because 

feather-degrading bacteria are more abundant in in humid coastal habitats like tidal 
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marshes, and feathers with a higher concentration of melanins resist bacterial 

degradation better (Peele et al. 2009). Increased melanism also enhances the size and 

conspicuousness of their black forehead patch, a plumage badge that indicates 

dominance and aids males in territorial competition. Male-male competition is more 

intense for coastal swamp sparrows in comparison to inland swamp sparrows because 

breeding densities are very high in tidal marshes (Olsen et al. 2008a). Although it has 

been observed that anoxic iron sulfides cause tidal marsh sediments to be darker on 

average than inland marshes, inspiring speculation that melanism may also enhance 

crypsis (Greenberg and Droege 1990), this hypothesis has yet to be tested in swamp 

sparrows. 

Melanic plumage is generated via the action of genes in the melanogenesis 

pathway (Mundy 2005), and via the function of specialized cells in the skin called 

melanocytes. Melanocytes contain melanosomes, specialized vesicles that collect the 

products of melanogenesis, melanins, and deploy them during feather development 

(Yu et al. 2004). Melanocyte function has been heavily studied in the context of 

feather patterning (eg. Lin et al. 2013), and several different members of the 

melanogenesis pathway have been implicated as functional candidates for melanic 

plumage or pelage in several different species. For example, mutations in the 

melanocortin-1 receptor (MC1R; Theron et al. 2001; Uy et al. 2016; reviewed in 

Mundy 2005) or it’s antagonist, agouti signalling protein (ASIP; Manceau et al. 2011; 

Poelstra et al. 2014; Toews et al. 2016; Campagna et al. 2016), appear responsible for 

the switch between phaeomelanin (brown) and eumelanin (black) production in a 

range of different birds and mammals (Hubbard et al. 2010). 
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Melanic plumage and large bills, a saltmarsh “syndrome”.  Coastal subspecies of the 

swamp sparrow, saltmarsh sparrow, seaside sparrow, song sparrow and marsh wren 

are all more melanic than their inland relatives (Grinnell 1913; Von Bloeker 1932; 

Phillips 1986; Greenberg and Droege 1990; Luttrell et al. 2014). Saltmarsh melanism 

has also been described for black rails, shrews, voles, harvest mice, and the gulf 

saltmarsh snake (Von Bloeker 1932; Neill 1958; Pettus 1963; Conant and Lazell 1973; 

Myers 1988; Gaul 1996). In addition to this pervasive pattern of melanism in 

saltmarsh taxa, all 10 North American sparrow species or subspecies that breed in salt 

marshes have evolved larger bills than their closest inland relative (Grenier and 

Greenberg 2005). For example, in savannah sparrows (Passerculus sandwichensis), 

the tidal marsh subspecies rostratus has a much deeper bill than inland savannah 

sparrows (Grenier and Greenberg 2005) and in song sparrows (Melospiza melodia) the 

tidal marsh subspecies maxillaris has both a larger bill and more melanic plumage 

than inland song sparrows (Marshall 1948; Grenier and Greenberg 2005; Luttrell et al. 

2014). Increased summer temperatures in tidal marshes relative to inland marshes 

offers an adaptationist explanation for this repeated evolution of large-billed forms, 

because increased bill volume improves radiative heat loss (Greenberg et al. 2012).  

Extensive phenotypic convergence would seem to constitute strong evidence for the 

adaptive value of deep bills and melanic plumage for a wide range of organisms living 

in saltmarsh habitats. As a recently diverged, tractable system that offers high 

detectability for adaptive variation in the genome, the swamp sparrow provides a 

means to understand a very taxonomically broad pattern of adaptive diversity. 

 

We conducted a scan to identify peaks of divergence in the genomes of inland and 

coastal swamp sparrows, and to determine whether peaks coincide with the locations 

of candidate genes. We defined a candidate gene as any gene with one or more 
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functional connections to previously known physiological, cellular or molecular 

mechanisms of salinity tolerance, bill morphogenesis or melanogenesis (Table 2.1). 

Where possible, we differentiate between peaks in several different locations relative 

to transcription start sites of candidate genes, representing functionally distinct 

categories of molecular evolution: 1) in coding regions, 2) immediately upstream at 

the putative promoter or primary enhancer, 3) in introns of the target gene or 

neighboring genes, or 4) in adjacent non-coding regions. The last two categories 

represent possible sites of secondary regulatory elements (eg. “shadow enhancers”; 

Hong et al. 2008), which may influence the expression of target genes many kilobases 

away (eg. Bishop et al. 2000; Lettice et al. 2002). 

 
Table 2.1 Candidate mechanisms for three main categories of coastal adaptation. 
 
Adaptation  Mechanism 
Salinity tolerance  Kidney function, ion transporters, vesicle trafficking 
Deep bill  TGFβ / BMP signaling, craniofacial development 
Melanic plumage  Melanogenesis pathway, melanocytes, melanosomes 

 

Methods 

Reference genome construction. We sequenced the genome of a male swamp sparrow 

in breeding condition, sampled 14 June 2014 from an active territory at a coastal 

breeding site in Fishing Bay Wildlife Management Area (MD) on the eastern shore of 

the Chesapeake Bay (38°24’36”N 76°00’09”W). This site represents the most 

southern coastal breeding population sampled to date, located at the greatest distance 

from the southern range edge of the inland subspecies. The skin specimen is 

vouchered at the Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates (Accession no. N). We 

extracted 5.5 ug of DNA from this sample using the DNeasy kit (Qiagen) and 

submitted it to the Genomics and Epigenomics Core Facility of the Weill Cornell 
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Medicine Core Laboratories Center (CLC) for whole genome library preparation and 

sequencing. Weill CLC prepared two mate-pair libraries with 3kb and 8kb inserts 

using Nextera Mate Pair library preparation kits, and one 180bp fragment library using 

a Nextera DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) (Table A2.1). 

We confirmed target fragment size and concentration for each library with a 

Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA), and paired end sequencing (2x100bp) 

was performed on the Illumina HiSeq2500 platform. Both large-insert mate pair 

libraries were sequenced on a single lane, and the fragment library was sequenced 

across two lanes.  

We filtered reads failing the Illumina chastity filter and assembled remaining 

reads (3kb 507,715,832 reads; 8kb 466,743,564 reads; fragment 542,406,170 reads) 

into scaffolds using the ALLPATHS-LG pipeline, which additionally incorporates 

read quality and base pair uncertainty into the assembly algorithm (Gnerre et al. 2011; 

Ribeiro et al. 2012). We also annotated the genome using MAKER 2.32 (Cantarel et 

al. 2008), creating gene models from Ensembl protein and cDNA databases for the 

zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) and gene predictions from the program SNAP (Korf 

2004). 

 

Genome resequencing and genotyping. We compiled 24 blood or tissue samples from 

breeding males at allopatric coastal and inland sites (N=12 per subspecies; Figure 12; 

Table A2.1). Previous work has demonstrated an absence of genetic substructure 

within either subspecies, and no effect of isolation by distance at this geographic scale 

(Chapter 1). We documented phenotypes by taking a complete set of high resolution 

photographs for all birds banded in 2012-2014, using a Canon DSLR camera against a 

standardized color reference target (Xrite Digital SG Colorchecker), and collected 

standard morphological data for all banded birds. Blood was preserved in Queen’s 
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lysis buffer, tissue was preserved in ethanol, and both were stored at -20°C. We 

extracted DNA from all samples using the DNeasy kit (Qiagen), quantified 

concentrations on a Qubit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and balanced 

concentrations to 2.3 ng/ul (119 ng total in 52.5 ul) across samples using either 

dilution or vacuum filtration.  

We prepared a whole genome library in 350bp sonicated fragments for each 

individual using the Illumina TruSeq Nano library preparation kit, and performed 

paired-end sequencing of all 24 libraries on one lane of an Illumina NextSeq500 

platform (2x150bp). One coastal sample (SWSP12, Egg Harbor NJ) did not result in 

high quality reads and was dropped prior to read processing and genotyping. We used 

the program AdapterRemoval (Lindgreen 2012) to trim Ns from reads, truncate read 

pairs that contain adapter sequence, and collapse any overlapping read pairs into a 

single read. We required that every read have a Phred quality score and a minimum 

length of at least 20.  

Bowtie2, a gapped-read aligner (Langmead and Salzberg 2012), was used to 

map paired reads and unpaired collapsed reads from each individual to the reference 

assembly using the “very sensitive local” flag, which applies the following parameters 

to the alignment algorithm: a maximum effort of 20 seed extension attempts and 3 re-

seed attempts, 0 mismatches allowed, a seed substring length of 20, and the interval 

between seed substrings defined by a square root function with a constant of 1 and 

coefficient of 0.5. We used Samtools (Li et al. 2009) to convert individual alignment 

files from sequence alignment/map format (SAM) to the binary version (BAM), and to 

index the fasta file for the reference genome. We applied tools from the program 

Picard (Wysoker et al. 2012) to add sequencing group information to individual BAM 

files prior to genotyping, and coordinate contig names across the dataset. We flagged 

individual fragments that had been sequenced more than one time as duplicates, so 
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that they did not mislead downstream genotyping, and indexed the resulting flagged 

alignments. We also created a dictionary of contig names and sizes for the reference 

genome.   

Individual genotypes and genotype likelihoods were assigned using the 

UnifiedGenotyper from Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK; DePristo et al. 2011). 

When identifying variant sites and assigning genotypes we required a minimum 

Phred-scaled base quality score of 17, and a minimum confidence threshold of 10 

(34,358,667 variant sites from the alignments met these criteria). We then used 

VCFtools (Danecek et al. 2011) to apply more stringent filtering, requiring that each 

SNP be genotyped for all samples, have a minimum mapping quality score of 20, and 

a minimum mean depth of 5 reads across all individuals (13,819,090 SNPs).  

 

Quantifying diversity, differentiation, and divergence. For each SNP we estimated 

Weir and Cockerham FST and nucleotide diversity (π) using VCFtools. We calculated 

50 kb sliding window estimates of FST and π using a window step size of 10 kb, and 

plotted them using the Manhattan plot R package qqman (Turner 2014) to scan for 

regions of the genome that differed from the mean genomic background value in these 

stats. In comparison to blocked sliding windows (in which each regional estimate is 

independent), sliding windows with overlapping steps provide smoothed estimates that 

reduce noise in the dataset while accurately capturing any signal of gradual change 

across regions of interest. We defined differentiated regions as 50 kb windows for 

which mean FST was more than five standard deviations above the genome-wide mean, 

considering only the largest and best quality scaffolds in our assembly (scaffolds 0 to 

150). We also scanned for long runs of homozygosity (LROH) in each differentiated 

region with VCFtools to test for the presence of a recent selective sweep, and 

calculated Tajima’s D for 1 kb windows across the scaffold to infer other signatures of 
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selection or demography from allele frequency spectra in each window. Positive 

values of Tajima’s D can result from excess polymorphism at intermediate 

frequencies, a pattern that can be generated at individual loci via balancing selection 

or genetic structure within the sampled population. To distinguish among these 

alternatives we tested for population structure by estimating FST between coastal sites 

using the SNPs that defined each peak with positive Tajima’s D. When sites under 

peaks were invariant within coastal swamp sparrows, we expanded the region used to 

estimate FST by 1Mb (500kb in either direction). Negative values of Tajima’s D 

indicate an abundance of rare alleles, a pattern that can be generated at individual loci 

via mutational accumulation of variation following a selective sweep, or genome-wide 

via population expansion after a bottleneck (Tajima 1989; Fu and Li 1993; Jensen et 

al. 2005). 

 

Functional annotation. We mapped the swamp sparrow sequence under each FST peak 

to the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome assembly (Taeniopygia_guttata-3.2.4, 

reference Annotation Release 103) using BLASTn (NCBI). We required that 

sequences mapped well (>70% query coverage, >80% sequence identity, E value 0.0) 

to a single location in the assembly in order for the genes under that peak to be 

considered candidates. Assuming conservation of synteny with the zebra finch, we 

queried NCBI for the location of the centromere of each chromosome harboring a 

divergence peak in swamp sparrows to assess whether peaks coincided (<1MB) with 

these regions of low recombination. We referred to gene entries from Entrez, 

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, GeneCards and Tocris databases to assign functional 

descriptions to each candidate gene located under or adjacent to the peak. 
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Results 

Coastal swamp sparrow reference genome. Our ALLPATHS-LG reference assembly 

contained 4,778 scaffolds, with an N50 scaffold size of approximately 10Mb and an 

estimated genome size of 1.2Gb (Table A2.2; Table A2.3). 

 

Regions of high divergence. Genome-wide divergence between inland and coastal 

swamp sparrows was very low (mean FST=0.015; Figure 2.3). Average genome-wide 

estimates of Tajima’s D were negative in both inland (D = -0.73) and coastal birds (D 

= -0.42), representing a genome-wide signal of population expansion after a recent 

bottleneck in both populations. Restricting our scan to the largest scaffolds in our 

assembly (scaffolds 0-150), we identified 41 regions where the 50kb sliding window 

estimate of FST exceeded five standard deviations above the mean (0.08; Figure 3). 

The average size of a divergence peak was 171kb (± 294kb), the largest being 1.5Mb 

(scaffold 148). These windows contained highly differentiated SNPs (max FST=0.8), 

and deviations from the genomic baseline in π and Tajima’s D. BLAST mapping of 

the sequence underlying each peak revealed that, out of the 138 genes located under 

peaks, 15 (11%) had functional effects that made them candidates for coastal 

adaptation. An additional 16 candidates were located adjacent to peaks. In total, 31 

genes with functional connections to salt tolerance, bill depth or melanogenesis were 

located immediately under or adjacent to 22 of the 41 peaks characterized genome-

wide (Figures 4-7; Table 2.2; Table A2.4; Figures A2.2-2.4). The remaining 19 peaks 

(Table A2.4) either did not contain candidate genes for coastal adaptation (N=16), or 

did not BLAST well to an annotated location in the zebra finch assembly (N=3). 

Most candidate genes were located in regions with very low or zero π relative 

to the genomic background (25/31; Figure 2.4-2.5; Table 2.2; Figures A2.1-A2.4). A 

different but overlapping subset of candidates (13/31) coincided with runs of 
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homozygosity in coastal swamp sparrows. All 31 FST peaks exhibited concomitant 

runs of homozygosity, reduced nucleotide diversity, or both. Positive estimates of 

Tajima’s D were explained by allele frequency divergence between coastal breeding 

sites for three of nine loci, but the remainder exhibited no structure within coastal 

swamp sparrows (FST <  0.1; Table A2.5). Most peaks containing candidate genes 

were not located in putative centromeric regions with low recombination rates (25/31). 

 

Divergent peaks in regions of low recombination. Peaks containing 6/31 candidate 

genes for coastal adaptation coincided with centromeric regions in Zebra Finch (Table 

A2.6), and in 4/6 of these regions we detected a pattern in which sub-regions with 

higher FST and low-to-zero π abruptly alternated with subregions of higher π and low 

FST (Scaffold 10, Figure 2.4b; Scaffold 44, Figure A2.2f; Scaffold 137, Figure A2.4b; 

Scaffold 148, Figure 2.5b). This pattern was present at only one non-centromeric 

candidate gene peak (Scaffold 127, Figure A2.3f). 
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Figure 2.3 Genome-wide Manhattan plot between inland and coastal swamp 

sparrows, based on 50 kb sliding window estimates of FST across the 
largest scaffolds in our genome assembly (0-150). Genome-wide average 
FST is very low (FST=0.015; white line). Colored flags represent the 
location and functional annotation of candidate genes for coastal 
adaptation located at FST peaks more than five standard deviations (0.013) 
above the mean (outlier threshold=0.08; dashed line) (Table 2.4).  
Refer to Table 2.1 for color key. 
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Figure 2.4 FST  peaks on scaffolds 6 (A), 10 (B) and 140 (C) coincide with regions of 

low or zero nucleotide diversity (π) in coastal and inland swamp sparrows, 
consistent with recent selective sweeps, and contain three members of the 
BMP signaling cascade. On scaffold 6 (A), elevated FST also coincides 
with long runs of homozygosity (LROH) and an excess of rare alleles 
(Tajima’s D < 0) in coastal swamp sparrows, further diagnostic of a 
sweep. Sites lacking Tajima’s D estimates are invariant in coastal swamp 
sparrows. For LROH, color intensity corresponds to the count of coastal 
individuals with runs of homozygosity at that position. 
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Figure 2.5 FST peaks on scaffolds 92 (A) and 148 (B) map to regions containing genes 

that encode kidney vasoconstriction and dilation hormones. Both show 
reduced nucleotide diversity (π). For LROH, color intensity corresponds to 
the count of coastal individuals with runs of homozygosity at that position. 
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Figure 2.6 FST peaks on scaffolds 17 map to regions containing salinity tolerance 

genes that also show runs of homozygosity (LROH) and divergence in 
Tajima’s D relative to the genomic background. For LROH, color 
intensity corresponds to the count of coastal individuals with runs of 
homozygosity at that position. The candidate BLOC1S2 may exert 
pleiotropic effects on both salinity tolerance and melanogenesis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.7  The FST peak on scaffold 81 maps to a region containing a candidate gene 

for melanic plumage that influences skin color saturation in human 
populations. Runs of homozygosity (LROH) are present across this small 
scaffold in several coastal individuals. For LROH, color intensity 
corresponds to the count of coastal individuals with runs of 
homozygosity at that position. 
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Figure 2.8  Functional categories encompassing candidate genes for tidal marsh 

adaptation in swamp sparrows (N=31). In several cases, candidates from 
one functional category may exert pleiotropic phenotypic effects on other 
adaptive traits. 
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Discussion 

Inferring demography and selection from genome-wide patterns. Genome-wide FST 

and nucleotide diversity in inland and coastal swamp sparrows was very low, 

consistent with a very recent split, high levels of incomplete lineage sorting, ongoing 

hybridization, or all of the above. In coastal birds, on average, Tajima’s D was 

negative in regions outside of divergence peaks, representing an excess of rare alleles 

across the genome. This pattern is consistent with a bottleneck having occurred during 

coastal colonization followed by recent population expansion (Tajima 1989). 

Although negative genome-wide Tajima’s D provides further support for the 

demographic context proposed for the evolutionary origin of coastal swamp sparrows 

(very recent colonization and local adaptation), it might compromise our power to 

detect regions of negative D due to locus-specific selective sweeps. Runs of 

homozygosity and nucleotide diversity therefore provided additional lines of evidence 

with which to identify the signature of locus-specific sweeps. All 31 candidate loci 

located at FST peaks contained runs of homozygosity, reduced nucleotide diversity, or 

both. 

 Several candidate genes that exhibited evidence of a selective sweep via runs 

of homozygosity and reduced diversity were characterized by positive instead of 

negative values of Tajima’s D within coastal birds (9/31), a departure from the overall 

negative genomic background that indicates either balancing selection or structure at 

that locus within coastal populations (Table 2.2). Since there is no genome-wide signal 

of structure due to drift or isolation-by-distance across breeding sites within the 

coastal population (Chapter 1), scenarios that could explain this pattern at certain 

candidate genes include 1) the presence of several different haplotypes in the coastal 

population that each harbor adaptive variants, or 2) selection for different haplotypes 

at different coastal breeding sites. We found evidence of allele frequency divergence 
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between coastal breeding sites at three of these loci (ATP6V1G3, SPRED1 and 

CLIC2), but the remainder (including TGFβR1, BLOC1S2, TMEM72 and RAMP3) 

exhibited minimal allele frequency divergence within coastal birds. The combined 

signatures of inland/coastal FST divergence, runs of homozygosity, low diversity and 

positive Tajima’s D can be explained if adaptive variation at these particular genes 

was present on more than one haplotype background at the time of coastal 

colonization, and if each standing variant has since been driven to higher frequency by 

selection in coastal populations. The biogeographic context of swamp sparrow 

divergence over longer timescales could have provided a source of that adaptive 

standing variation on several different genetic backgrounds: coastal tidal marsh habitat 

has likely established and disappeared in sync with several glacial cycles over time 

(Malamud-Roam et al. 2006), providing an opportunity for periods of local adaptation 

followed by reabsorption into the pool of variation present in inland populations 

during time spent in shared glacial refugia. Genes bearing positive values of Tajima’s 

D may therefore represent those that have been under selection during previous 

interglacial episodes of coastal adaptation by swamp sparrows, and persisted as 

standing variation in the population that recently re-colonized the coast. 

 

Accounting for alternative processes when interpreting FST peaks. In this comparison 

of locally adapted swamp sparrow genomes, we interpret peaks of divergence in the 

relative measure FST that coincide with other divergence in other metrics (ROH, 

reduced π, Tajima’s D) as targets of natural selection. However, background purifying 

selection against deleterious mutations in genes located in centromeres, inversions or 

other low recombination regions is also capable of purging variation and generating 

FST peaks across the genome that do not represent regions important for local 

adaptation (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth 1998; Noor and Bennet 2010; 
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Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014). We acknowledge this 

alternative, but since background selection is often considered an effect of linked 

selection with weakly deleterious mutations (Nordberg et al. 1996; Charlesworth 

1998), and divergence between inland and coastal lineages is so recent, it is unlikely 

that there has been sufficient time for this gradual process (Wolf and Ellegren 2016). 

Most divergence peaks harboring candidate genes in our study did not coincide with 

known centromeric regions in the zebra finch (25/31), but a subset did (TGFβR1, 

SLC41A2, ANO2, ATP6V1G3, RAMP3, NOG2L). However, even those that 

occurred in low recombination regions contained long runs of homozygosity localized 

to the peak (5/6), a fingerprint of selective sweeps that is not readily mimicked by 

background selection. Peaks at these genes were also small relative to the putative 

region of reduced recombination around centromeres. These lines of evidence suggest 

that divergent natural selection, not background purifying selection, is largely 

responsible for peaks of divergence between inland and coastal swamp sparrow 

genomes, and genes located at these peaks are therefore robust functional candidates 

for coastal adaptation. In fact, reduced recombination may have facilitated divergence 

at the subset of candidate genes located at centromeres (Butlin 2005; Hoffman and 

Rieseberg 2008; Ellegren 2012), particularly since inland and coastal swamp sparrows 

experience active contemporary gene flow at the ecotone between freshwater and 

brackish marshes (Turner et al. 2005; Noor and Bennett 2009).  

 

BMP signaling and bill depth, a putative magic trait. Three central participants in the 

TGFβ / BMP signaling cascade emerged as candidates in our genome scan: TGFβ 

receptor 1 (TGFβR1)and two binding antagonists of BMP4 (NOG2L, GREM1). 

TGFβR1 propagates the BMP signaling cascade by phosphorylating SMAD2 (Von 

Bubnoff and Cho 2001). Noggin (NOG) is an antagonist inhibitor that binds BMP4 
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(McMahon et al. 1998; Groppe et al. 2002) and diffuses readily through membranes to 

create morphogenic gradients in BMP4 signal during development (Jones and Smith 

1998). Over-expression of NOG causes birds to grow smaller, thinner bills (Abzhanov 

et al. 2004). The candidate gene under a peak in our genome scan is a Noggin-2 like 

sequence (NOG2L). Gremlin 1 (GREM1) is another binding antagonist of BMP4, and 

mutations in GREM1 are strongly associated with human craniofacial defects like a 

cleft lip or palate (Mostowska et al. 2015; Ludwig et al. 2016). All three are strong 

candidate genes for bill depth in swamp sparrows since studies in several other birds, 

including Darwin’s finches, have already established a strong functional connection 

between this pathway and increases in the depth axis of bills during bone 

morphogenesis (Abzhanov et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004, 2006; Brugmann et al. 2010).  

The location of divergence peaks at the two antagonists NOG2L and GREM1 

suggests selection on downstream regulatory elements that are distal to the promoter, 

like shadow enhancers. This type of distal secondary enhancer is fairly common (eg. 

Markstein et al. 2002; Zeitlinger et al. 2007) and often shares redundancy with the 

primary enhancer. That redundancy makes shadow enhancers more evolutionarily 

labile than primary enhancers, free to evolve new binding sites or other features that 

change expression of the target gene (Hong et al. 2008). The location of the 

divergence peak at TGFβR1 suggests selection on a coding region, influencing the 

structure and function of the receptor. Divergence at secondary regulatory elements of 

BMP antagonists, and at coding regions of the TGFβ receptor, may therefore represent 

the molecular mechanisms by which natural selection is driving adaptive bill 

divergence in coastal swamp sparrows. Since selection for deeper coastal bills drives 

song divergence and positive assortative mating between coastal and inland 

populations, these molecular changes represent a mechanism by which natural 
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selection could drive ecological speciation between inland and coastal swamp 

sparrows over evolutionary time.  

 

A shared mechanism for sparrow plumage and human skin color. The candidate gene 

BNC2 from scaffold 81 is a transcription factor that acts specifically within 

melanocytes, and BNC2 is one of the main genetic markers associated with skin color 

saturation in human populations (Jacobs et al. 2013). In human melanocytes, the 

allelic variant present at an intergenic SNP proximal to the BNC2 enhancer region 

determines chromatin accessibility at the enhancer, leading to variation in BNC2 

expression in the melanocyte and resulting variation in skin saturation (Visser et al. 

2014).  

This gene is made even more compelling as a candidate for plumage melanism in 

coastal swamp sparrows by the observation that coastal birds exhibit increased 

melanism in their soft parts as well as their plumage, including the skin of their legs 

and their lower bill (Figure A2.5). Coastal swamp sparrows experiencing ecological 

selection for increased melanism may therefore have converged on the same molecular 

mechanism as human populations. In humans, functional SNPs that associate with 

skin color fall in an upstream sequence motif that structurally influences chromatin 

accessibility at the enhancer of BNC2 (Visser et al. 2014). In swamp sparrows we 

detect a peak of divergence immediately downstream of the gene body, so different 

molecular features governing BNC2 expression are likely under selection. 

 

Multiple physiological mechanisms for salt tolerance. Genes with a potential to confer 

physiological tolerance to salinity constituted the majority of candidates from our 

genome scan (74%), and these encoded ion transporters, hormones governing kidney 

vaso-control, regulators of vesicle trafficking, an enzyme affecting water balance 
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during excretion, and adhesion proteins that reduce intestinal permeability to ions. Salt 

tolerance genes involved in vesicle trafficking were particularly well represented in 

the list of candidates, and these eight genes are associated with a range of different 

trafficking networks, vesicle types, transport destinations and vesicle life cycle 

timepoints.  

Two different divergence peaks implicate endothelin and adrenomedullin 

hormones as being important for coastal adaptation in swamp sparrows due to their 

effects on kidney nephron vaso-control. Fish express endothelin receptors in their gills 

and kidneys that modify blood pressure to alter sodium excretion and confer 

homeostasis (Hyndman 2015). Since changes to blood flow are temporary and 

reversible, endothelins are particularly important for maintaining osmotic balance in 

estuarine fish like killifish, where salinity changes dramatically with the tide cycle 

(Hyndman and Evans 2007, 2009). In rats fed a high salt diet, adrenomedullin was 

upregulated in the kidney (Cao et al. 2003), conferred protection against kidney 

damage (Nishikimi et al. 2002) and inhibited a rat’s appetite for salt (Samson and 

Murphy 1997), indicating that this hormone can regulate osmotic balance by 

modifying both excretory physiology and behavior. This behavioral effect of 

adrenomedullin matches well with known mechanisms of salt tolerance in salt marsh 

specialist sparrows, since they actively decrease drinking rate as salinity increases 

(Bartholemew and Cade 1963). The peak encompassing RAMP3, a required activator 

of the adrenomedullin receptor (McLatchie et al. 1998), is the largest in our 

comparison between inland and coastal swamp sparrows, indicating that natural 

selection acting on adrenomedullin binding has been particularly strong during local 

adaptation to tidal marshes. Vasoconstriction and vasodilation hormones may 

therefore provide a powerful and temporally flexible functional mechanism by which 

coastal swamp sparrows physiologically respond to changing tidal salinity. 
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Pleiotropic effects of salt tolerance genes. Candidate gene BLOC1S2 encodes a 

subunit of the BLOC1 protein that, in mice, is required to produce normal lysosomes 

in the kidney and normal melanosomes in the skin. BLOC1 knockout mice exhibited 

impaired kidney function and a pale coat color (Theriault and Hurley 1970; Nguyen et 

al. 2002; Dell-Angelica 2004). Candidate gene TPCN2 encodes an ion channel 

expressed in the kidney, and harbors SNPs that determine blond vs. brown hair in 

humans (Sulem et al. 2008; Zong et al. 2009). The potential for these two candidate 

genes to exert pleiotropic effects on both salt tolerance and melanism may explain 

how melanic plumage has evolved multiple times in bird populations adapting to 

brackish tidal marshes or saltmarshes. As is the case in swamp sparrows, melanic 

plumage or pelage may confer an adaptive benefit for saltmarsh mice, shrews, voles, 

rails and snakes, but pleiotropy with salt tolerance mechanisms may strengthen and 

simplify natural selection for both traits. Since habitat isolation is often the only 

barrier between saltmarsh taxa and their inland relatives, this could help adaptive 

divergence proceed, or be maintained, even in the face of ongoing gene flow 

(Kondrashov and Mina 1986; Via 2001). Present day inland swamp sparrows exhibit 

variation in plumage melanism (Greenberg and Droege 1990). If functional variants of 

these genes were segregating as standing variation in the source population that first 

colonized tidal marsh habitats, darker birds could have been “pre-adapted” to deal 

better with salinity and may have experienced differential survival. In other species 

where saltmarsh melanism has evolved but there is no strong evidence for the adaptive 

value of that melanism, it could be that melanism is in fact a molecular “spandrel”: a 

selectively neutral, pleiotropic consequence of selection for salt tolerance (Barrett and 

Hoekstra 2011; Gould and Lewontin 1979). Future studies characterizing tissue-

specific gene expression throughout development are required to test whether 
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BLOC1S2 or TPCN2L do exert pleiotropic effects on swamp sparrow physiology as 

they do on human and mouse physiology. 

A reduction in BMP4 activity due to antagonism by the candidate bill depth 

gene GREM1 is also required for normal kidney development (Michos et al. 2004, 

2007). Like the pleiotropic effect of salt tolerance candidates on melanogenesis, the 

dual role of the BMP4 antagonist GREM1 in bill and kidney function may help 

explain an additional axis of parallel evolution among salt marsh birds: larger bill size. 

Under this scenario the pleiotropic effects of GREM1 on kidney development could 

have strengthened selection, contributing to patterns of parallel evolution across 

species like swamp, song and savannah sparrows that have colonized tidal marsh 

habitat and presumably experienced similar combinations of selective pressures. 

Alternatively, instead of both traits being adaptive, the convergent evolution of larger 

bills across tidal marsh sparrows could be a non-adaptive byproduct of selection on 

GREM1 for only one of its roles, either adaptation to heat stress (bill size) or salt 

stress (kidney development). 

 

Peaks without candidates. We did not detect candidate genes for salt tolerance, bill 

depth or melanism at almost half of the divergence peaks we characterized genome-

wide (19/41). Since at least eight other traits distinguish inland and coastal swamp 

sparrows, including degrees of sexual dimorphism, reproductive biology, molt timing, 

migration, and the corticosterone stress response (summarized in Chapter 1), these 

peaks could harbor functional genes for other coastally adaptive traits. Alternatively, 

they could harbor functional genes for traits under selection in inland freshwater 

swamp sparrows. 
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Conclusions. Swamp sparrows have recently colonized coastal tidal marshes and have 

rapidly evolved a suite of local adaptations. We detected signatures of selection on 20 

different salt tolerance genes representing at least five different physiological 

mechanisms; a diverse panel of candidates that speaks to the multigenic nature of 

adaptation to a systemic environmental stressor like salinity. We also detected 

selection at genes with important evolutionary roles in other systems, including BMP 

signaling factors that influence bill depth in Darwin’s finches and the melanocyte 

transcription factor BNC2 that determines human skin tone. The targets of natural 

selection for swamp sparrow bill depth and plumage melanism are therefore examples 

of taxonomically broad functional convergence, and are evidence of the repeatability 

of evolution. The results of our genome scan also emphasize the perhaps-

underappreciated role of pleiotropy in local adaptation. Six of the candidate genes for 

salt tolerance also have well-documented effects on bill shape and plumage melanism. 

In cases like the swamp sparrow, in which the adaptive value of deep bills or 

melanism has been tested and demonstrated (Olsen et al. 2008a; Peele et al. 2009; 

Greenberg et al. 2012), pleiotropy with salt tolerance mechanisms may have facilitated 

divergence by offering natural selection a single target capable of influencing several 

adaptive phenotypes. Alternatively, pleiotropy could cause divergence in a suite of 

traits as a by-product of selection on a single trait, and this needs to be incorporated as 

a component of null models in future studies of adaptive phenotypic divergence. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

SWEEPS FOR CHEAP: A NOVEL METHOD FOR DETECTING  

SELECTIVE SWEEPS FROM STANDING VARIATION 

  

Abstract 

Whole genome sequence data are being collected and analyzed for an ever-increasing 

number of taxa with the goal of identifying molecular signatures of selection. Very 

recently diverged sister taxa contain the most detectable signal of selection because 

demography, drift and neutral mutation have not yet obscured the picture. Because 

whole genome data still represent a substantial investment in terms of library 

preparation, sequencing and computing, we present a novel method that leverages the 

clarity of signal present in recently diverged lineages to conduct a quick and easy scan 

for one category of selective sweep using reduced representation data. We predicted 

that FST analog statistics that incorporate levels of locus-specific variation (F’ST) and 

the extent of sequence divergence between haplotypes (ΦST) could be used to identify 

soft sweeps from standing variation in comparisons of very shallowly diverged sister 

taxa. Here we develop the theory underlying this prediction and conduct an empirical 

test of it using ddRADseq in the swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana), a system in 

which the genomic location of recent selective sweeps is already known from whole 

genome scans. We predicted that ddRAD loci near genes that have experienced a 

selective sweep in one lineage would exhibit relatively large allele frequency 

differences between the source and sweep populations when scaled by the level of 

variation present in each population (high F’ST), but the mutational distance between 

haplotypes at that locus in source vs. sweep populations (ΦST) would be no greater 

than that present in shared ancestral variation. One of the four ddRAD loci that met 
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these criteria mapped near a gene known to have experienced a recent sweep 

(NOG2L), providing validation of the method. With some caveats, we demonstrate 

that comparison of F’ST and ΦST is a simple but informative tool for identifying genes 

that have experienced soft selective sweeps, and one that could be widely applied to 

suspected cases of recent adaptation from standing variation. 

 

Introduction 

Detecting fingerprints of selection in the genomes of natural populations is a daunting 

task, despite a revolution in sequencing technology that has made it possible to collect 

genome-scale data for non-model organisms. When two taxa are hypothesized to be 

under divergent selection, genomic comparisons may be conducted to identify FST 

outliers, regions with increased genetic distance (DXY), departures in the allele 

frequency spectrum (Tajima’s D), runs of homozygosity (ROH, EHH; Sabeti et al. 

2002; Vitti et al. 2013), or divergence in composite statistics that integrate across 

several of these molecular signatures (CLR; Nielsen et al. 2005) (reviewed in Nadeau 

and Jiggins 2010; Wolf and Ellegren 2016). However powerful these statistical 

approaches may be, the strength of inference possible from genomic comparisons is 

still fundamentally constrained by the evolutionary history of the species being 

studied. If species are too distantly related, background levels of divergence may be 

too high to identify particular loci under selection (Seehausen et al. 2014; Wolf and 

Ellegren 2016), or it may become difficult to distinguish genomic “islands of 

divergence” due to divergent selection (Turner et al. 2005) from background purifying 

selection against deleterious mutations in regions of low recombination (Charlesworth 

1998; Noor & Bennett 2009; Nachman and Payseur 2012; Cruickshank and Hahn 

2014; Burri et al. 2015; Van Doren et al. 2017). Many natural populations also have 

uncertain and potentially complex demographic histories that can create spurious 
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signals of divergence in the genome, particularly when gene flow is limited or absent 

between the lineages being compared (Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Wolf and 

Ellegren 2016).  

Recently diverged taxa offer tractable systems in which to search for un-

confounded signatures of selection, because the demographic context of divergence is 

often simple, and because there has been insufficient time for other molecular 

processes, such as the neutral mutational accumulation of genome-wide divergence, to 

obscure the signal of recent selective sweeps (Seehausen et al. 2014; Wolf and 

Ellegren 2016). If reproductive barriers are also incomplete, gene flow and 

recombination “shuffle the deck” and create new linkage relationships, allowing 

regions of the genome to act as independent units (Barton and Hewitt 1985; Hewitt 

1988; Harrison 1990; Wu 2001; Kane et al. 2009). This homogenization of the 

genomic background maximizes detectability of genes and gene regions that have 

experienced selective sweeps due to their role in reproductive isolation and local 

adaptation (Machado and Hey 2003; Dopman et al. 2005; Payseur and Nachman 2005; 

Noor and Feder 2006; Buerkle and Lexer 2008; Gompert and Buerkle 2010; Payseur 

2010). Within a population responding to selection, sweeps may occur on new 

mutations (classic “hard” sweeps; Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) or on standing 

variation (“soft” sweeps; Messer and Petrov 2013). Soft sweeps are one example of a 

molecular signature of selection that presents a substantial detection challenge (Messer 

and Petrov 2013; Berg and Coop 2015), and are generally only detected in recently 

diverged taxa (eg. Colosimo et al. 2005; Studer et al. 2011) since the demographic 

context of divergence must be simple enough to have a reasonable hypothesis about 

the population that served as the source of that variation, and because neutral rates of 

mutation accumulation over time must not have obscured haplotype similarity 
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between the lineage experiencing the sweep and the putative source population 

(Colosimo et al. 2005; Barrett and Schluter 2008). 

Since sweeps are highly detectable in recently diverged taxa, these systems can 

be expected to yield robust, high-resolution results from whole genome comparisons 

(eg. Chapter 2; Rubin et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2012; Malinsky et al. 

2015; Burri et al. 2015; Lopes et al. 2016; Toews et al. 2016). The flip side of that 

coin is that they are also tractable systems in which to take computational shortcuts to 

the same answer. We present a new concept in the latter category; a quick and easy 

method for detecting sweeps from standing variation using restriction site associated 

DNA sequencing (RADseq). The protocol for library preparation, cost of sequencing, 

and computing requirements for data analysis with RADseq are readily accessible for 

most modern molecular labs, which is still not the case for de novo whole genome 

assembly and re-sequencing.  Although the spare distribution of RAD markers across 

the genome make them inferior to whole genome sequencing methods for holistic 

selection detection (Lowry et al. 2017), reduced representation methods still have high 

power to detect sites under selection for systems in which linkage disequilibrium is 

high (McKinney et al. 2017), including those that have experienced recent divergence 

and strong selection. 

 

The impacts of a sweep on FST analog statistics. Wright’s Fixation Index (FST), a 

relative measure of molecular divergence, estimates allele frequency differentiation 

between two populations at a particular site or SNP (Wright 1965; Weir and 

Cockerham 1984). Conventional FST outlier approaches to candidate gene discovery 

are imperfectly suited to detecting sweeps from standing variation, however. We 

present an example involving a comparison between two recently diverged lineages, 

each containing the same subset of variation present in the ancestral population at the 
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time of divergence (Figure 3.1). FST outlier tests perform well with reciprocally fixed 

or nearly fixed haplotype frequencies (Weir and Cockerham 1984; Wolf and Ellegren 

2016), but they would not detect a strong signal of selection when a haplotype variant 

is fixed or nearly fixed in one lineage that has experienced a selective sweep, if that 

haplotype was present at moderately high frequency in the ancestral population, and is 

therefore still present in the population with which it is being compared. This lower 

likelihood of detection is made even more unlikely if the genome is sampled sparsely 

via GBS, RAD or ddRAD sequencing, because these methods are only expected to 

detect signals of FST divergence when regions surrounding a selected variant also show 

divergence due to physical linkage. Linkage diminishes with distance, however, so an 

already-subtle signal would not be detectable over a large region. 

Two FST analogs, F’ST and ΦST, capture additional features of molecular 

divergence and are therefore better suited to detecting the unique signature of a recent 

sweep from standing variation. F’ST is scaled relative to the level of variation present 

within each population (Meirmans 2006; Meirmans and Hedrick 2010; Bird et al. 

2011), and is therefore a useful single statistic that captures the combined signals of 

allele frequency divergence (high FST) and low nucleotide diversity (low π), frequently 

applied as a criteria for detection of a selective sweep in genome scans. ΦST 

incorporates the mutational distance between haplotypes (Excoffier et al. 1992). As an 

indicator of the extent of neutral mutation that has accumulated between two lineages, 

this metric has largely been used as a proxy for time-in-isolation in population genetic 

studies (eg. Friesen et al. 2005; Joly et al. 2016).  

Since large differences in the variation present at a locus between two 

populations would drive F’ST higher, and overall similarity between haplotypes in 

those populations would keep ΦST low (Meirmans 2006; Excoffier et al. 1992; 

Meirmans and Hedrick 2010; Bird et al. 2011), we predicted that regions of the 
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genome that have experienced a recent sweep from standing variation would exhibit 

relatively large allele frequency differences between the source and sweep populations 

when scaled by the level of variation present in each population (high F’ST), but the 

mutational distance between haplotypes at that locus in source vs. sweep populations 

would be small (low ΦST) (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1  The FST analog ΦST has historically been used in population genetics, to 

estimate the degree of sequence divergence between two lineages (sp. 1 
and 2) via the neutral accumulation of new mutations after they become 
physically and/or reproductively isolated (top right panel). Here we 
propose to use ΦST to detect loci exhibiting allele frequency differences 
(high FST or F’ST) that do not show substantial sequence divergence 
between two lineages (bottom right panel) due to recent selective sweeps 
in one lineage (sp. 1) occurring on standing haplotype variation from a 
source population (left panel) that persists at moderate frequency in the 
lineage with which it is being compared (sp. 2). We illustrate this rationale 
using two different alleles on each of two loci (A and B), with each allele 
at 50% frequency (4/8) in a source population of four diploid individuals. 
The red allele on locus A is presumed to be selectively neutral, 
experiencing positive selection only in sp. 1 in the bottom right example.
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Sweeps on standing variation in recently diverged swamp sparrows. The North 

American swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana) includes two subspecies that breed 

in inland freshwater (M. g. georgiana) or coastal brackish tidal marshes (M. g. 

nigrescens). Inland and coastal swamp sparrows are morphologically, ecologically and 

behaviourally distinct (Greenberg and Droege 1990) and common garden experiments 

have confirmed a genetic basis for their phenotypic differences (Ballentine and 

Greenberg 2010), despite a very recent divergence time. The northeastern and mid-

atlantic coasts were under an ice sheet at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), and tidal 

marshes require stabilization of glacial outflow from coastal rivers and streams 

combined with sediment accretion from gradually rising sea levels in order to establish 

(Pethick 1984; Warren and Niering 1993), so these habitats, and the specialist swamp 

sparrows that now inhabit them, are less than 15,000 years young (Malamud-Roam et 

al. 2006). During the LGM, swamp sparrows likely occupied a freshwater refugial 

range, and population genomic data suggest that a founding group of birds harbouring 

a subset of the variation present in inland populations colonized and adapted to tidal 

marshes after the habitat became available (Chapter 1). Morphological data also 

strongly suggest that coastal adaptation occurred via selection on standing variation 

present in inland populations, because trait values for adaptive phenotypes in coastal 

birds are an exaggerated subset of the variation present in contemporary inland 

populations (Chapter 1; Greenberg and Droege 1990). 

We have since constructed a reference genome for swamp sparrows and 

conducted a genome-wide scan that identified 31 genes with functional connections to 

coastal adaptation that bore signatures of selection in coastal populations. In addition 

to being FST outliers, these genes exhibited low π and/or runs of homozygosity, 

diagnostic of a recent selective sweep (Chapter 2). These data provide an opportunity 

to explicitly test whether F’ST / ΦST comparisons using ddRAD data can reliably detect 
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regions known to have experienced selective sweeps. As a reduced representation 

method, ddRAD would not be expected to detect the full panel of known sweeps 

across the genome, but does this method provide a shortcut to identifying a subset of 

genes known to be under selection? 

 

Methods 

We previously generated a double-digest RADseq dataset (Peterson et al. 2012) for a 

population genetic study of swamp sparrows (N=92). In brief, this dataset included 

4,256 loci from across the genome, each 137bp long, assembled using the STACKS 

pipeline (Catchen et al. 2011; refer to Chapter 1 for detailed methods). To test the 

suitability of F’ST / ΦST comparisons for detecting recent sweeps from standing 

variation, we extracted estimates of these metrics for each locus (as well as FST, π and 

heterozygosity) from the output of STACKS. 

We defined the predicted signal of a sweep from standing variation at (or near 

enough to experience linkage with) a given ddRAD locus as moderate divergence in 

F’ST (F’ST ≥ 0.5), without an increase in ΦST above the maximum level estimated from 

loci that exhibited no divergence in F’ST (F’ST = 0). The rational for this threshold (ΦST 

≤ 0.04 when F’ST = 0 in swamp sparrows, N=798 loci) is based on the interpretation 

that shared ancestral sequence variation within two recently diverged lineages will 

result in non-zero estimates of ΦST for some loci even if those loci exhibit no allele 

frequency divergence as measured by F’ST. A sweep occurring on a genetic 

background of shared variation would therefore be expected to yield ΦST values no 

greater than this threshold immediately after the sweep occurred.  

Each ddRAD locus with F’ST and ΦST estimates within these predicted bounds 

of a very recent sweep from standing variation was mapped to annotated scaffolds of 

the Medium Ground-finch assembly (Geospiza fortis, “GeoFor_1.0”; Zhang et al. 
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2012) using the blastn suite through NCBI and requiring an E-value of 1x10-5 to 

assign significant matches. We investigated a 250kb region around each significant 

blast hit to determine whether any of the genes that were previously identified as 

targets of selective sweeps in our whole genome scan (Chapter 2) were located near 

enough to the mapping site of the ddRAD locus for F’ST / ΦST estimates to be 

capturing signatures of selection on that gene or regulatory elements adjacent to the 

gene via linkage. This is a conservative window since half of the conserved non-

coding elements that regulate genes in the human genome are located more than 250 

kb away (Vavouri et al. 2006).  

At a broader scale, we calculated mean heterozygosities and patterns of allele 

frequency change for quantiles of the distribution of F’ST and ΦST to test whether 

general trends in the data fit our predictions about the suitability of these metrics to 

capture the signal of a sweep from standing variation. We also tested the degree to 

which F’ST and ΦST were correlated across our dataset by conducting a Pearson 

product-moment correlation. 

 

Results 

General trends in the distributions of F’ST and ΦST.  Both FST analogs that we estimated 

(F’ST and ΦST) were significantly correlated across 4,256 RAD loci (ρ=0.65, p < 

2.2x10-16). However, the mutational distance between inland and coastal haplotypes 

(ΦST) varied substantially across loci for any particular value of F’ST (Figure 3.2). 

Estimates of ΦST ranged from 7x10-4 to 0.77 among highly differentiated loci in the 

top 5% of F’ST. Estimates of heterozygosity for these same loci are consistent with our 

prediction that high F’ST / low ΦST loci could be generated via a recent sweep on 

standing variation in coastal swamp sparrows. Inland and coastal swamp sparrows had 

similar levels of heterozygosity genome-wide (mean=0.06 for both, p=0.96), however 
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in coastal birds, loci in the top 5% of F’ST with the smallest mutational distance from 

inland haplotypes (1st quartile of ΦST) had lower heterozygosity than those with larger 

mutational distances from inland haplotypes (4th quartile of ΦST) (p<0.05) (Figure 3.3). 

The same comparison was not significant in inland swamp sparrows (p=0.16). SNPs 

on loci with low vs. high ΦST also showed different patterns of allele frequency 

change between allopatric inland and coastal sites. For loci in the top 5% of F’ST, 

alleles on loci within the 1st quartile of ΦST values existed at significantly higher 

frequencies in inland populations than those on loci within the 4th quartile of ΦST 

values (Figure 3.4).  

 

Loci within the predicted bounds for recent sweeps on standing variation. Four 

ddRAD loci contained the combined signal of high F’ST and low ΦST that we 

hypothesized would be generated by a recent selective sweep from standing variation. 

All four also showed reduced heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity (π) in coastal 

populations compared to inland populations (Table 3.1). The locus with the lowest 

estimate of ΦST (locus 4612) among all high F’ST loci (F’ST > 0.5; N=101) mapped to a 

location 183kb away from the gene Noggin-2-Like (NOG2L), one of 31 genes that 

bore a signature of a selective sweep in our previous genome scan. The remainder 

blasted to annotated locations on the G. fortis assembly that did not overlap with 

regions previously known to have swept in coastal swamp sparrows (Table A3.1). 

 
Table 3.1 Four ddRAD loci fell within the bounds predicted for a recent sweep on 

standing variation (F’ST > 0.5, ΦST ≤ 0.04). All four also exhibited reduced 
coastal heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity relative to inland birds. 

 
Locus F’ST ΦST ΔHet Δπ 
4612 0.60 0.02 -0.006 -0.045 
1965 0.67 0.04 -0.0048 -0.054 
12128 0.51 0.04 -0.022 -0.084 
3803 0.51 0.04 -0.001 -0.089 
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Figure 3.3  Estimates of heterozygosity are consistent with the prediction that high 

F’ST / low ΦST loci capture the signal of a recent sweep. In coastal swamp 
sparrows (red bars), loci exhibiting the smallest mutational distance from 
inland haplotypes (1st quartile of ΦST, “low”) had lower heterozygosity 
than those with larger mutational distances from inland haplotypes (4th 
quartile of ΦST, “high”) (p<0.05). The same comparison was not 
significantly different in inland swamp sparrows, a large and broadly 
distributed population not known to have experienced recent sweeps 
(blue bars; p=0.16). 
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Figure 3.4 Allele frequencies in inland vs. coastal swamp sparrows provide 

additional evidence that high F’ST / low ΦST loci are generated via sweeps 
from standing variation. Among highly divergent loci (those in the top 
5% of F’ST), alleles on loci with low sequence divergence from inland 
haplotypes (1st quartile of ΦST; black) are more common in that 
presumptive source population than loci with high sequence divergence 
from inland haplotypes (4th quartile of ΦST; grey) (p=1.76x10-5). Allele 
frequencies were calculated from the SNP with highest individual FST for 
each locus. 
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Discussion 

F’ST and ΦST comparisons with ddRAD data do detect selective sweeps on standing 

variation. We predicted that loci that have experienced a recent sweep on standing 

variation in coastal swamp sparrows would exhibit high F’ST and low ΦST between 

inland and coastal populations, because a sweep on standing variation would drive a 

change in allele frequencies without an associated change in the degree of sequence 

divergence between inland and coastal haplotypes. We identified four high F’ST loci 

with estimates of ΦST within the same range as loci that exhibit no haplotype 

differentiation between inland and coastal swamp sparrows. This interval represents a 

conservative approximation of the genomic background ΦST between the populations, 

or the amount of mutational distance present among shared ancestral haplotypes. 

Reduced heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity in coastal birds at these loci were 

also consistent with recent sweeps. The locus with the lowest overall estimate of ΦST 

among all high F’ST loci mapped near the gene NOG2L, a gene known to have 

experienced a recent selective sweep from our previous genome scan. Assuming that 

each 137bp ddRAD locus represents a random sample from across the genome, the 

odds that one of four loci would randomly map within 250kb of the 0.3% portion of 

the genome bearing signatures of selection (3.8Mb in a 1.2Gb genome) are roughly 1 

in 20. NOG2L plays a critical role in adaptation to heat stress in coastal birds, and is 

likely under strong selection (Chapter 2). Coastal swamp sparrows experience greater 

heat stress in comparison to inland swamp sparrows because coastal habitats offer 

little cover, and higher salinity drinking water means that they cannot engage in 

cooling methods that waste water, such as panting. Bill size is under strong selection 

because vascular structures within the bill allow the bill to act as a radiator, dissipating 

heat without wasting water. Larger bills make better radiators (Greenberg et al. 2012). 

NOG2L encodes an antagonist of bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4; McMahon et 
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al. 1998; Groppe et al. 2002), and is likely responsible for establishing morphogenic 

gradients during development that influence adult bill size (Jones and Smith 1998).  

Patterns of allele frequency change and heterozygosity in swamp sparrows 

provide additional evidence that F’ST / ΦST comparisons do detect soft sweeps from 

standing variation in ddRAD data. Among high FST loci, those at either extreme of ΦST 

(1st vs. 4th quartile) exhibited different patterns of allele frequency change between 

inland and coastal swamp sparrows: alleles on loci with low ΦST existed at 

significantly higher frequencies in inland populations than those on loci with high ΦST. 

This is consistent with our prediction that variants on low ΦST ddRAD loci exist as 

standing variation in inland swamp sparrows, and have risen in frequency in coastal 

swamp sparrows in response to sweeping selection on nearby genes. Patterns of 

variation in heterozygosity across loci were also consistent with our prediction that 

haplotypes that have swept in coastal populations originated from inland standing 

variation: in coastal swamp sparrows, loci that more closely resembled inland 

haplotypes had lower heterozygosity than those that were more sequence divergent 

from inland haplotypes.  

Why didn’t the other three high F’ST / low ΦST ddRAD loci map to known 

sweep locations from the genome scan? First, these loci may represent sweeps from 

standing variation that haven’t swept to high enough frequency to be detected as 

outliers via the coarse sliding window resolution and stringent FST threshold we used 

in the genome scan. Second, they may be products of background purifying selection, 

although of the four only locus 4612 (near to NOG2L) is known to be located in a 

centromeric region (Table A3.1). 
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Accounting for background selection when applying this method. Background 

selection in genome regions with low recombination (eg. inversions or centromeric 

regions) could drive allele frequency differences higher while keeping the mutational 

distance between haplotypes low. This represents a confounding variable that must be 

accounted for in applying F’ST / ΦST comparisons for the detection of sweeps from 

standing variation in other species or biological systems. In swamp sparrows, 

divergence between inland and coastal lineages is so recent that it is unlikely that there 

has been sufficient time for this process to generate the molecular signatures observed 

(Wolf and Ellegren 2016). Although some genes with signatures of sweeping selection 

and functional connections to adaptive phenotypes do broadly coincide with 

centromeric regions in the zebra finch (including NOG2L), the region bearing a 

signature of a sweep is small relative to the putative region of reduced combination 

around centromeres. Instead of reduced recombination creating spurious signals of 

selection, the sum of evidence from genome-wide data suggests that reduced 

recombination at these genes has helped maintain adaptive divergence between inland 

and coastal swamp sparrows in the face of active contemporary gene flow (Turner et 

al. 2005; Noor and Bennett 2009; Chapters 1 and 2). Given the results in swamp 

sparrows, we suspect that regions of reduced recombination may likewise not pose a 

substantial obstacle to accurate inference if F’ST / ΦST comparisons are applied to other 

recently diverged taxa that experience similarly strong divergent selection. 

 

Detection of a subset of known sweep regions. Comparison of F’ST and ΦST with 

ddRAD data detected only one of 31 known genes exhibiting evidence of a selective 

sweep across the swamp sparrow. Although this single positive detection is evidence 

of the suitability of the method, why didn’t it detect a larger proportion of known 

sweeps? First, the bounds we established to define shared ancestral variation were 
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very stringent, particularly in terms of ΦST. In the strictest sense, a sweep occurring on 

a genetic background of shared variation would be expected to yield ΦST values no 

greater than that present in shared ancestral variation immediately after the sweep 

occurred. However, some time has passed since coastal colonization and many loci 

that swept during coastal colonization and adaptation may have since accrued some 

additional sequence divergence in allopatry. For example, ddRAD locus 6803 was 

characterized by high F’ST and low ΦST (F’ST=0.57, ΦST=0.07), but fell just outside the 

ΦST threshold representing strictly shared variation. This locus mapped directly to a 

70kb wide FST peak with reduced nucleotide diversity from our previous genome scan 

(Chapter 2). This peak was located near the gene carbonic anhydrase 5A (CA5A) 

which acts during ureagenesis to control excretory water balance, and represents a 

mechanism of coastal adaptation via salinity tolerance (Supuran 2008; Shah et al. 

2013).  

Additionally, reduced representation methods, and particularly ddRAD 

sequencing, represent very sparse sampling of the genome. A method such as the one 

proposed, that use reduced representation data for an easy and affordable peek at 

patterns of genomic variation, cannot be expected to offer comprehensive detection of 

all sweeps across the genome. Furthermore, not all of the sweeps detected in our 

previous whole genome scan are likely to be sweeps of the type best detected by F’ST 

and ΦST (i.e. sweeps on moderately common standing variants that also persist at 

moderately high frequency in inland populations). These may represent sweeps from 

rare standing variants, or hard sweeps on novel mutations that arose in coastal 

populations, for which we would not predict low ΦST.  

 

Evidence of a diversity of molecular processes during divergence. Many loci in our 

ddRAD dataset exhibited high estimates of both F’ST and ΦST, demonstrating that, for 
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many regions of the swamp sparrow genome, allele frequency divergence (scaled by 

the variation present at each locus) has been accompanied by sequence divergence. 

This pattern, in contrast to the pattern expected for sweeps from standing variation, 

would be consistent with selection on novel mutations that have arisen in either inland 

or coastal birds. The variation we detect in F’ST and ΦST reveal that diverse molecular, 

demographic or selective processes have acted across swamp sparrow genomes during 

divergence. 

 

ΦST as a useful additional metric for whole genome scans. We cast F’ST / ΦST 

comparisons as a useful method for In whole genome scans for signatures of selection 

in recently diverged taxa, divergence in ΦST (or lack thereof) could provide a 

statistical method for differentiating between sweeps that have occurred from standing 

variation in a source population, and sweeps that have occurred on novel variants. This 

represents a novel insight not captured by the standard statistics applied to genome 

scan data, since the molecular signals of different categories of sweeps are conflated 

when patterns of genomic divergence are estimated using FST, π, linkage 

disequilibrium or measures of haplotype homozygosity (Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5 Different evolutionary processes are conflated in terms of the molecular 

statistics most commonly applied to detect selection from genomic data. 
F’ST captures a combined signal of allele frequency differentiation (eg. FST) 
and nucleotide diversity (eg. π), providing a useful shortcut for 
differentiating processes that reduce sequence variation (eg. selective 
sweeps) from those that increase it (eg. the neutral accumulation of 
mutations in allopatry). ΦST can differentiate between sweeps on standing 
variation (soft sweeps) vs. novel mutations (hard sweeps) in cases of 
recent divergence when the source population of standing variation is 
known, and when the standing variant persists at moderate frequency in 
the source population (Figure 3.1). The dashed circle represents statistics 
that can identify sweeps by quantifying haplotype homozygosity (runs of 
homozygosity, ROH; extended haplotype homozygosity, EHH), but these 
cannot be estimated from short read length data like RADseq. 
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Conclusions. Our previous studies of inland and coastal swamp sparrows elucidated an 

important role for selective sweeps from standing variation during coastal adaptation, 

since adaptation has been rapid, and the distribution of phenotypic trait values and 

genome-wide variation among coastal birds is an adaptive subset of the variation 

present among inland birds (Greenberg and Droege 1990; Chapters 1 and 2). Genetic 

variation conferring an adaptive benefit in coastal environments during interglacials 

may have been maintained at moderate frequencies in inland refugial populations 

during glaciation. After glacial retreat, sweeps within coastal colonists adapting to 

newly available tidal marsh habitat generated divergence at genes encoding adaptive 

traits by reducing nucleotide diversity within the founding population of coastal birds. 

Although we originally described this signal via whole genome re-sequencing of 

inland and coastal populations (Chapter 2), we demonstrate here that we were able to 

detect this same molecular signal at one of the known locations of a selective sweep 

using ddRAD data and shortcut statistics. 

Repeated formation and dissolution of hybrid zones in sync with major 

climatic oscillations are likely to have been common processes among species in 

temperate regions (Hewitt 2011; Payseur and Rieseberg 2016). If this process has been 

accompanied by periods of local adaptation followed by genomic homogenization, it 

could have contributed to the maintenance of adaptively relevant variation within 

lineages. Selective sweeps from standing variation may therefore be a relatively 

common mechanism of adaptation for temperate species that have undergone 

postglacial divergence. Indeed, mounting evidence suggests that soft sweeps may be 

the most common mode of adaptation overall (Messer and Petrov 2013). Comparison 

of ΦST and F’ST may therefore represent a widely applicable tool for cheaply and easily 

scanning for candidate functional loci in species suspected of adaptive divergence 

from standing genetic variation.
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CHAPTER 4 

 

SALT MARSH MELANISM:  

CONVERGENT ADAPTATION OR MOLECULAR SPANDREL? 

DISENTANGLING THE EFFECTS OF SELECTION AND PLEIOTROPY  

ON MELANIC COASTAL SPARROW PHENOTYPES  

 

Abstract 

Examples of taxonomically broad phenotypic convergence are of interest to 

evolutionary biologists because they are often considered evidence that certain 

phenotypes have fundamental adaptive value in certain habitats. Salt marsh melanism 

is one such example, in which more than 10 different species of salt marsh birds, 

snakes, and mammals are darker than their closest inland relatives. This convergence 

has inspired a range of adaptive hypotheses about the benefit of melanism in salt 

marshes. We recently conducted a genomic selection scan in a species that exhibits 

salt marsh melanism, the swamp sparrow, and discovered robust signatures of 

selection on genes involved in both salt tolerance and melanogenesis in a population 

that has recently colonized coastal brackish habitats. Salt tolerance genes involved in 

intracellular vesicle trafficking were particularly well represented, indicating that 

natural selection has acted on the cellular life cycle of endosomes, lysosomes and 

vacuoles to excrete or sequester excess salt in the kidney. However vesicle trafficking 

pathways also influence melanosomes, raising the possibility that salt marsh melanism 

is a molecular “spandrel”: an adaptively neutral pleiotropic consequence of selection 

for salt tolerance. To test this possibility, we deconstructed the melanic phenotype of 

coastal swamp sparrows into individual component traits, and used a naturally 

occurring zone of genetic and phenotypic admixture to quantify genotype-phenotype 
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associations at regions of the genome containing either single-effect melanogenesis 

genes or pleiotropic vesicle trafficking agents. We demonstrate that the overall 

melanic phenotype of coastal swamp sparrows is a product of both selection and 

spandrel effects. Enlargement of black plumage patches has been driven by selection 

on a melanin-specific transcription factor (BNC2), whereas increased melanism of the 

legs and feet is a systemic pleiotropic consequence of selection on a vesicle trafficking 

gene involved in salt tolerance (BLOC1S2). Therefore, in addition to adaptive 

hypotheses, adaptively neutral pleiotropy becomes a highly parsimonious explanation 

for the convergent evolution of melanism across the salt marsh species assemblage. 

 

Introduction 

Phenotypic convergence by taxonomically diverse species living in the same habitat is 

considered strong evidence of the adaptive value of that phenotype in that habitat. For 

example, the assemblage of lizards, mice, toads, crickets, grasshoppers, beetles and 

ants breeding in the white gypsum sand formation at White Sands, New Mexico 

exhibit blanched dorsal coloration compared to populations from neighboring darker-

substrate habitats (Dice 1929, 1930; Smith 1943; Strohecker 1947; Stroud 1949, 

1950). Now-classic studies on White Sands lizards demonstrated that strong selection 

for crypsis plays a critical role in maintaining this adaptive coloration, particularly in 

the face of ongoing gene flow from the surrounding habitat (Rosenblum 2005; 

Rosenblum and Harmon 2010). 

 Just as the White Sands species assemblage has converged on a less melanic 

phenotype, salt marsh species assemblages have converged on a more melanic 

phenotype. Coastal salt marsh populations of mice, shrews, voles, snakes, rails, wrens 

and sparrows are all more melanic than their closest inland relatives (Figure 4.1; 

Grinnell 1913; Von Bloeker 1932; Neill 1958; Pettus 1963; Conant and Lazell 1973; 
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Phillips 1986; Greenberg and Droege 1990; Gaul 1996; Luttrell et al. 2014). Salt 

marsh melanism and White Sands leucism are both the product of recent postglacial 

evolution in the absence of geographical barriers to gene flow (Malamud-Roam et al. 

2006; Rosenblum 2005; Rosenblum and Harmon 2010), representing “yin” (dark) and 

“yang” (light) cases of rapid convergence. Melanic phenotypes are therefore assumed 

to be highly adaptive for salt marsh organisms (Greenberg et al. 1998), just as leucistic 

phenotypes are for White Sands organisms, but there is as yet no strong consensus on 

what the adaptive value of salt marsh melanism might be.  

Brackish tidal estuaries are often characterized by grey-to-black sediments due 

to the presence of iron oxides, prompting hypotheses that salt marsh melanism 

enhances crypsis via background matching (VonBloeker 1932; Greenberg and Droege 

1990). However differential predation rates for melanic and non-melanic forms have 

not been demonstrated in salt marshes. It is also unclear whether a diverse assemblage 

that includes small mammals, snakes and birds would be expected to experience 

similarly strong selection for background matching due to mortality risk from diurnal 

visual predators that occur in salt marshes. An alternative explanation pertaining to 

birds is that feather-degrading bacteria are more abundant in humid coastal habitats, 

and melanic feathers are better at resisting bacterial degradation (Peele et al. 2009). 

Territorial competition is also more intense for some birds in salt marshes, because the 

structure of the habitat drives higher breeding densities. Black plumage badges signal 

dominance, giving melanic males a competitive advantage during territory acquisition 

(Olsen et al. 2010). Although these last two factors may provide an adaptive 

explanation for melanism in salt marsh birds, they are insufficient to explain skin or 

pelage melanism exhibited by salt marsh snakes and mammals. The evolutionary 

processes responsible for convergence across such taxonomic breadth therefore remain 

somewhat mysterious. 
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Figure 4.1 Many salt marsh organisms have converged on a melanic phenotype, 

including (A) the gulf salt marsh snake (Nerodia clarkii), (B) the salt 
marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris), (C) the clapper rail 
(Rallus longirostris), and (D) the extinct dusky seaside sparrow 
(Ammodramus maritimus nigrescens). All images from Wikipedia 
Commons: gulf salt marsh snake by Glenn Bartolotti, clapper rail by 
Magnus Manske. 
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The swamp sparrow is a North American species that has experienced 

postglacial divergence into phenotypically and genetically distinct inland freshwater 

and coastal brackish populations (Greenberg and Droege 1990; Malamud-Roam et al. 

2006; Greenberg et al. 2016; Chapter 2), and the coastal form exhibits classic salt 

marsh melanism: the body feathers of coastal swamp sparrows are greyer and duskier 

than those of inland swamp sparrows (Greenberg and Droege 1990; Luttrell et al. 

2014). Through measurements of museum specimens we have also recently 

documented that coastal swamp sparrows appear to exhibit increased melanism of 

their soft parts, including their bottom bill and their legs and feet (Chapter 1). 

Additionally, the plumage of coastal swamp sparrows is characterized by heavier 

black streaking and larger black patches (Greenberg and Droege 1990), including a 

conspicuous black forehead patch that has received robust empirical support as an 

adaptive dominance badge for male-male competition (Olsen et al. 2010). Inland birds 

do not experience strong selection for the dominance badge, and instead experience 

strong female preference for rusty crowns that act as a signal of good parental care. 

This sets up a tradeoff for the allocation of eumelanin (black) or phaeomelanin (rust) 

to crown plumage, and means that the size of the black forehead patch trait is under 

divergent directional selection in inland freshwater and coastal brackish populations 

(Olsen et al. 2010).  

Each component of coastal swamp sparrow melanism mirrors the axes of 

convergence among other melanic salt marsh organisms. Overall dusky grey 

coloration in body plumage or pelage is the most broadly convergent trait, exhibited 

by song sparrows (Grinnell 1909; Marshall 1948; Nolan 1968), seaside and saltmarsh 

sparrows (Greenberg and Droege 1990), marsh wrens (Phillips 1986), and the clapper 

rail (Maley 2012), as well as all of the salt marsh mice, voles and shrews that exhibit 

melanism (Grinnell 1913; Von Bloeker 1932; Thaeler 1961; Wood et al. 1982). We 
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have observed that this is accompanied by increased melanism of the skin or other soft 

parts in many of these cases, including seaside and saltmarsh sparrows, but this pattern 

has yet to be quantified across taxa. In comparison, enlarged black patches are a less 

common form of salt marsh melanism, but are present in the Alameda song sparrow 

(Nolan 1968) and the dusky seaside sparrow (Baker 1973). 

We recently conducted a genomic comparison of inland and coastal swamp 

sparrows and identified a set of 28 genes that had functional connections to 

physiological mechanisms of salinity tolerance or melanogenesis, and which all bore 

clear molecular signatures of recent selective sweeps. Vesicle trafficking genes 

comprised the largest functional category related to salinity tolerance, and included 10 

different genes with the potential to influence absorption, excretion or storage of 

excess dietary salt by affecting rates of trafficking or turnover of intracellular vesicles 

like endosomes, lysosomes or vacuoles (Chapter 1). The apparent importance of 

vesicle trafficking for adaptation to salinity in swamp sparrows raises an interesting 

functional connection between salt tolerance and melanism, because melanosomes are 

also part of the vesicle network and are dependent on some of the same vesicle 

trafficking genes during development and maturation (Raposo and Marks 2007). For 

example, coastal swamp sparrows have experienced a selective sweep at the gene 

encoding a subunit of the Biogenesis of Lysosome-related Organelles Complex 1 

(BLOC1; Chapter 2). BLOC1 mediates the development and trafficking of both 

kidney lysosomes and skin melanosomes (Theriault and Hurley 1970; Nguyen et al. 

2001; Dell-Angelica 2004). Since vesicle trafficking can pleiotropically influence both 

kidney and melanosome function, we hypothesized that the convergent evolution of 

melanism in salt marsh taxa may, in fact, be a molecular “spandrel” (Gould and 

Lewontin 1979; Barrett and Hoekstra 2011): an adaptively neutral consequence of 

selection for salinity tolerance via vesicle trafficking mechanisms. 
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 We test this hypothesis by conducting a genome-wide association study 

(GWAS) in the swamp sparrow, exploiting a naturally occurring zone of extensive 

admixture between inland and coastal swamp sparrows at the ecotone between 

freshwater and brackish habitats in New Jersey (Greenberg et al. 2016; Chapter 1). 

Hybrid zones provide powerful natural laboratories in which to conduct association 

tests because multi-generational gene flow and recombination have disrupted linkage 

(Barton and Hewitt 1985; Hewitt 1988; Harrison 1990; Wu 2001; Kane et al. 2009), 

allowing detection of functional variants at a fine resolution (Harrison and Larson 

2014). If melanism is a pleiotropic by-product of selection for salinity tolerance, we 

predict significant associations between genotypes at pleiotropic vesicle trafficking 

genes and phenotype scores for both melanic and salt tolerance traits. However, 

significant associations between melanic phenotype scores and genotypes at single-

effect melanogenesis genes would be consistent with the alternative hypothesis that 

melanism is indeed adaptive for coastal swamp sparrows. 
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Methods 

Sample collection and phenotypic data. We had previously collected blood samples 

and phenotypic data from 24 male swamp sparrows breeding in allopatric inland and 

coastal marshes (Chapter 1), and to these we added blood samples and phenotypic data 

from 24 breeding males at inland freshwater and coastal brackish marshes throughout 

the putative zone of admixture in New Jersey (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2). Breeding habitat 

salinity for each individual was scored as a binary phenotype, as either freshwater or 

brackish. We quantified the degree of melanism exhibited by each individual by 

photographing the crown, plumage, legs and bottom bill using a Canon DSLR camera 

against a standardized color reference target (Xrite Digital SG Colorchecker). We 

defined the degree of melanism of the crown as the proportion of the total crown that 

was black as opposed to rust, and we measured this using either digital calipers or a 

wing rule (N=36/47). Two different people collected these crown measurements 

(authors R.G and P.D.), but we standardized our approach prior to data collection 

using explicit anatomical landmarks. We quantified the degree of melanism of the 

legs, bill and plumage through comparison with Munsell soil color charts (N=16). 

Variation in leg color was assigned according to variation in value within hue 7.5, 

regardless of chroma. Variation in bill color was assigned according to variation in 

chroma within hue 10 and value 6. Because the body plumage of swamp sparrows is 

highly heterogeneous, the overall degree of melanism of the plumage was inferred 

from the tail feathers, and was assigned according to variation in chroma within hue 

10 and value 4. We tested whether these four components of the melanic phenotype 

were dependent or independent of one another using a spearman rank correlation test. 

We also collected a set of identical feathers from each individual (three crown 

feathers, the 3rd and 4th greater coverts, three right side tail coverts, and the 5th 

secondary from the left wing) for Munsell color verification under even more 
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controlled light conditions in the lab (N=16). Blood samples were preserved in 

Queen’s lysis buffer and stored at -20°C.  

 
Table 4.1 Locations and dates for swamp sparrows sampled in this study (N=48).  
 

Code Sampling locations N Date 
HC Hamilton County, NY 1 2013 
TC Tompkins County, NY 7 2008-2014 
ER Erie National Wildlife Refuge, PA 2 2001 
GC Garrett County, MD 2 2001 
ME Meadowlands, NJ 4 2001 
GS Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, NJ 6 2001 
CH Cheesequake State Park, NJ 3 2001 
AP Assunpink Wildlife Management Area, NJ 2 2015 
WH Whitesbog Preservation Trust, NJ 2 2015 
MA Manahawkin Wildlife Management Area, NJ 1 2015 
BR Bass River, Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge, NJ 6 2016 
EH Egg Harbor, NJ 1 2001 
PM Port Mahone, DE 4 2001 
FB Fishing Bay Wildlife Management Area, MD 7 2014 
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Figure 4.2 Breeding range of inland freshwater (grey) and coastal brackish (black) 

swamp sparrows (Greenberg and Droege 1990; Beadell et al. 2003). 
Sampling sites are shown with two-letter site codes (Table 4.1).  
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Genome resequencing and genotyping. We extracted DNA using the DNeasy kit 

(Qiagen) and quantified concentrations on a Qubit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

We balanced concentrations to approximately 2 ng/ul across samples using either 

dilution or vacuum filtration, and used approximately 105 ng total to prepare 

individual whole genome libraries in 350bp sonicated fragments using the Illumina 

TruSeq Nano library preparation kit. We performed paired-end sequencing of all 48 

libraries on two lanes of an Illumina NextSeq500 platform (2x150bp; allopatric and 

admixed samples were run on separate lanes). One sample from Egg Harbor NJ did 

not result in high quality reads and was dropped prior to read processing and 

genotyping. We used the program AdapterRemoval (Lindgreen 2012) to trim uncalled 

sites from reads, truncate read pairs that contain adapter sequence, and collapse any 

overlapping read pairs into a single read. We required that every read have a Phred 

quality score and minimum length of 20.  

Bowtie2, a gapped-read aligner (Langmead and Salzberg 2012), was used to 

map paired reads and unpaired collapsed reads from each individual to our coastal 

swamp sparrow reference genome assembly (Chapter 2) using the “very sensitive 

local” flag, which applies the following parameters to the alignment algorithm: a 

maximum effort of 20 seed extension attempts and 3 re-seed attempts, 0 mismatches 

allowed, a seed substring length of 20, and the interval between seed substrings 

defined by a square root function with a constant of 1 and coefficient of 0.5. We used 

Samtools (Li et al. 2009) to convert individual alignment files from sequence 

alignment/map format (SAM) to the binary version (BAM). We applied tools from the 

program Picard (Wysoker et al. 2012) to add sequencing group information to 

individual BAM files prior to genotyping, and coordinate contig names across the 

dataset. We flagged individual fragments that had been sequenced more than one time 

as duplicates, so that they did not mislead downstream genotyping, and indexed the 
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resulting flagged alignments. 

Individual genotypes were assigned using the UnifiedGenotyper from Genome 

Analysis Toolkit (GATK; DePristo et al. 2011). When identifying variant sites and 

assigning genotypes we required a minimum Phred-scaled base quality score of 17, 

and a minimum confidence threshold of 10. We then used VCFtools (Danecek et al. 

2011) to reduce the dataset to only those scaffolds known to contain candidate 

functional genes for salt tolerance or melanism (19 scaffolds, 2.5-23.5Mb in size, total 

target size 138Mb; Chapter 2), and to apply more stringent genotype filtering, 

requiring that each SNP be bialllelic, be genotyped for all samples (zero missing data), 

have a minimum mean depth of 3 reads, and have allele frequencies greater than 5% 

(to filter sequencing errors). In total, 526,447 SNPs met these criteria, allowing us to 

confidently assign genotypes at a density of roughly 1 SNP / 262bp.  

 

Testing genotype-phenotype associations. We tested for genotype-phenotype 

associations across scaffolds containing candidate salt tolerance, melanogenesis or 

pleiotropic genes using the program PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007). Associations with 

salt tolerance were tested using a binary case-control framework, where breeding in a 

saline habitat was considered a “case” and breeding in a freshwater habitat was 

considered a “control”. Significant associations between particular genotypes and 

breeding in saline habitats were determined via an asymptotic p-value. Associations 

with melanic traits (black crown patch size, tail plumage, leg color and bill color) were 

tested in a quantitative framework, in which significant associations were determined 

via the Wald test statistic. In each case we required a threshold of p=1x10-5 to assign 

significant associations. 
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Results 

Significant associations between salt tolerance genes and habitat salinity. Four of the 

23 salt tolerance genes that bore signatures of selection in our genome scan (17%) 

exhibited significant associations with habitat salinity (BLOC1S2, ATP6V1G3, 

DAB2, RAMP3; Figure 4.3, Figures A4.1-4.3). Two of these (BLOC1S2 and DAB2) 

are involved in vesicle trafficking, and have functional implications for both salt 

tolerance and melanism (Theriault and Hurley 1970; Nguyen et al. 2001; Wine 2003; 

Dell-Angelica 2004). 

 

Variation in components of the melanic phenotype. We documented variation in all 

four melanic traits in swamp sparrows (Figure 4.4), with black crown patch size and 

leg color exhibiting more variation than tail plumage or bill color. The size of the 

black crown patch ranged from 31% to 65% of the total crown (mean 52%), and leg 

color spanned five value categories of the Munsell color system (mean value 3.6). 

Only crown and leg traits exhibited sufficient variation to test for correlations between 

traits, and they varied independently from one another (p=0.33). 

 

Significant associations with melanic traits. Three of the nine melanin-associated 

genes identified from our previous genome scan exhibited significant associations 

with black crown size, body color, bill color or leg color. Genotypes at a SNP in the 

intron of a gene adjacent to the melanocyte transcription factor Basonuclin 2 (BNC2) 

strongly predicted the size of the black crown patch of swamp sparrows (Figure 4.5A). 

All birds with an AA genotype at this site had large black crown patches (>40% of the 

crown), whereas all birds with one or more copies of the G allele had smaller black 

patches (<40% of the crown). Genotypes at the high-order signaling factor Delta 

Catenin (CTNND1) also exhibited significant associations with black crown size 
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(Figure A4.4). The pleiotropic vesicle trafficking gene BLOC1S2 exhibited significant 

associations with both breeding habitat salinity and a melanic trait, and was the only 

gene in our dataset for which this was the case. The genotype of birds at an intergenic 

site approximately 250kb downstream from BLOC1S2 strongly predicted the degree 

of melanism in the legs and feet of swamp sparrows (Figure 4.5B). Birds with an AA 

genotype exhibited the darkest leg coloration (corresponding to Munsell color values 

2.5 or 3), and the single bird we genotyped as homozygous for the alternative allele 

(GG) exhibited the lightest leg coloration (Munsell color value 6). All birds with leg 

color corresponding to intermediate Munsell value 4 were heterozygotes with an AG 

genotype. 
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Figure 4.3 Association of genotypes near the vesicle trafficking gene BLOC1S2, with 

breeding habitat salinity. Dotted line denotes a significance threshold of p 
= 1x10-5. Arrow indicates the location and direction of the transcription 
start site of each candidate functional gene, with exons represented by 
vertical bars. Adjacent genes without functional connections to salt 
tolerance or melanism are shown in grey (refer to Table A4.1 for gene 
identities). A gene sequence highly similar to BLOC1S2 (BLOC1S2L) is 
located immediately upstream of the gene (NCBI). 
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Figure 4.4 Variation in four melanic phenotypes in swamp sparrows: (A) black crown 

patch size, (B) color of the legs and feet, (C) chroma of the tail feathers, 
and (D) chroma of the bottom bill. 
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Discussion 

Melanism as a product of positive selection. Genotypes in an intron of the gene 

adjacent to BNC2 strongly predicted the size of the black crown patch in swamp 

sparrows. BNC2 is a transcription factor that operates specifically within melanocytes, 

and it is one of the main predictors of melanic skin pigmentation in humans (Jacobs et 

al. 2013). A haplotype responsible for a reduction in melanic pigmentation was 

introduced into the human lineage via Neanderthal introgression during early northern 

range expansion (Vernot and Akey 2014). BNC2 is a particularly strong candidate for 

the functional gene underlying the enlarged black crown patch of coastal swamp 

sparrows because the size of this patch is sexually dimorphic (Olsen et al. 2010), and 

BNC2 is on the Z chromosome in the annotated Zebra Finch genome assembly 

(NCBI). The downstream SNP associated with the melanic crown phenotype of 

swamp sparrows may therefore represent (or be very closely linked to) a distal 

secondary enhancer of BNC2. Alternatively, plumage color in swamp sparrows may 

be regulated by the same mechanisms as melanic pigmentation in humans: via a distal 

sequence motif that influences expression of BNC2 by controlling chromatin 

accessibility at the primary enhancer (Visser et al. 2014). 

 

Melanism as a by-product of salt tolerance. The genomic region containing the vesicle 

trafficking gene BLOC1S2 was associated with both habitat salinity and melanism of 

the legs and feet of swamp sparrows. Genotypes at eight SNPs immediately 

downstream of BLOC1S2, and one SNP immediately upstream of an adjacent 

BLOC1S2 duplication, strongly predicted whether sparrows bred in freshwater or 

saltwater habitats. These SNPs are presumably non-synonymous polymorphisms (or 

very closely linked to such polymorphisms) in proximal regulatory elements that 

confer different physiological tolerances for salinity due to the role of the BLOC1 
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complex in kidney lysosome trafficking (Nazarian et al. 2003; Gautam et al. 2004; 

Dell-Angelica 2004). 

The genotype of an individual at an intergenic site further downstream from 

BLOC1S2 also strongly predicted the degree of melanism in the legs and feet of 

swamp sparrows. In addition to regulating vesicle traffic in the kidney, the BLOC1 

complex plays a central role in vesicle trafficking during melanosome development. 

BLOC1-knockout mice exhibit a dramatic reduction in the number and size of mature 

melanosomes in the skin, leading to a systemic pallid blond phenotype that extends to 

the skin of the ears, feet and tail as well as the fur (Theriault and Hurley 1970; Nguyen 

et al. 2001; Dell-Angelica 2004). The SNP associated with leg color is a distance from 

the gene body of BLOC1S2, but there are no other genes with functional connections 

to melanism in the region, and cis-regulation on this scale is common in the well-

studied human genome (Vavouri et al. 2006). This SNP may therefore represent (or be 

closely linked to) a functional change at a distal enhancer of BLOC1S2, or some other 

type of distal regulatory element. 

Although both are located in the region of BLOC1S2, different SNPs associate 

with habitat salinity and melanism. We did not detect any individual SNP that 

significantly associated with both traits, which would be the expectation under 

pleiotropy in the strictest sense. Instead, sites proximal to the gene appear to determine 

salinity tolerance and a site farther downstream determines leg color. Selection on salt 

tolerance SNPs could nevertheless influence the SNP for leg color through linkage. If 

a selective sweep occurred on one or more of the functional SNPs for salt tolerance, 

the SNP for leg color could sweep with it because it is nearby. Even if that linkage 

association has been broken up in the present day by hybridization and recombination, 

past genetic hitchhiking could therefore have led to an increase in melanism that was 

an adaptively neutral by-product of selection for salt tolerance. 
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Limitations posed by the habitat salinity phenotype. Because molecular signatures of 

selection were originally detected through genomic comparisons of allopatric 

populations of inland freshwater and coastal brackish swamp sparrows, there is the 

risk of some circularity in testing for associations between genotypes under those FST 

peaks and “breeding habitat salinity” (scored as a binary trait) using a panel of birds 

that included those allopatric individuals. The association was no longer significant 

when allopatric individuals were excluded, but it is unclear whether this is the effect of 

a loss of detection power due to the reduced size of the association panel, particularly 

in terms of freshwater breeding individuals. Only 17% of FST peaks harboring 

candidate salt tolerance genes exhibited significant associations with habitat salinity, 

even when the association panel included allopatric as well as admixed individuals. In 

fact, only one of the eight largest FST peaks containing salt tolerance genes exhibited 

significant associations with habitat salinity (RAMP3), emphasizing that elevated FST 

captures a signal of genetic differentiation that is biologically distinct from a 

significant association between individual genotypes and phenotypes. The other three 

genes that did exhibit significant associations with breeding habitat salinity 

(ATP6V1G3, DAB2, BLOC1S2) were located under much smaller FST peaks. 

 

Conclusions. Salt marsh melanism is a general pattern of phenotypic convergence, but 

even within a single species a melanic phenotype may be the product of change in 

several distinct components. More than one evolutionary process may therefore be 

responsible for convergence on an overall melanic form. In coastal swamp sparrows, 

increased melanism of the crown plumage has likely evolved via sexual selection, but 

increased melanism of the legs and feet is likely an adaptively neutral by-product of 

selection on vesicle trafficking genes that contribute to salt tolerance. Swamp 

sparrows therefore provide the first evidence that phenotypic convergence across the 
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salt marsh species assemblage may not be driven exclusively by selection directly on 

coloration, and suggests that explanatory hypotheses based on molecular pleiotropy 

are a parsimonious alternative to conventional adaptive hypotheses for some 

components of the overall melanic phenotype. In addition to providing a classic case 

study of convergence by natural selection, salt marsh melanism may now provide a 

novel window onto the under-appreciated role of pleiotropy in evolution.
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APPENDIX  

 

Additional Tables and Figures (Chapter 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure A1.1 After applying k-means clustering to a principal components analysis of 

the variation present between inland and coastal swamp sparrows at 
4,238 independent SNPs (DAPC, Jombart et al. 2010), the model that 
partitioned variation into two genetic clusters received the strongest 
support via the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores. 
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Table A1.1 Individual ID, sampling date, and Unites States Geological Survey 

(USGS) band number or Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates 
(CUMV) accession number for each sample included in this study. 
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Sample locations Sample ID Band# CUMV# Sampling Date 
HC Hamilton County, NY HCm1 

 
BT4057 May 2013 

 
  HCm2 

 
BT4078 May 2013 

 
  HCm3 

 
BT4079 May 2013 

TC Tompkins County, NY TCm1 
 

BT3487 July 2012 

 
  TCm2 

 
BT3488 July 2012 

 
  TCm3 

 
BT3491 July 2012 

  TCm4  BT4032 July 2012 

 
  TCm5 

 
BT4113 July 2013 

 
  TCm6 

 
BT4112 July 2013 

 
  TCm7 

 
BT1872 June 2008 

 
  TCm8 

 
BT2254 May 2008 

 
  TCm9 

 
BT3060 August 2009 

 
  TCm10 

 
BT4418 May 2014 

 
  TCf1 

 
BT2776 August 2009 

  TCu1  NA August 2012 
GE Genessee County, NY GEu1 

 
BT2710 May 2007 

ER Erie NWR, PA ERm1 136127242 
 

June 2001 

 
  ERm2 136127241 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERm3 136127235 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERf1 136127237 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERf2 136127240 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERf3 136127238 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERf4 136127239 

 
June 2001 

 
  ERf5 136127243 

 
June 2001 

GC Garrett County, MD GCm1 136127223 
 

June 2001 

 
  GCm2 136127226 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCm3 136127221 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCm4 136127224 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCm5 136127229 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCf1 136127227 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCf2 136127220 

 
June 2001 

 
  GCf3 136127228 

 
June 2001 

HA Hawley, PA HAm1 120110739 
 

July 2001 

 
  HAm2 120110740 

 
July 2001 

 
  HAf1 120110738 

 
July 2001 

NE Newton, NJ NEm1 120110733 
 

July 2001 

 
  NEm2 120110734 

 
July 2001 

 
  NEm3 120110732 

 
July 2001 

 
  NEm4 120110728 

 
July 2001 

 
  NEf1 120110729 

 
July 2001 

 
  NEf2 120110731 

 
July 2001 

ME Meadowlands, NJ MEm1 001 
 

June 2001 

 
  MEm2 002 

 
June 2001 

 
  MEm3 136127269 

 
June 2001 

 
  MEm4 136127271 

 
June 2001 

 
  MEf1 003 

 
June 2001 

 
  MEf2 136127270 

 
June 2001 

GS Great Swamp NWR, NJ GSm1 136127261 
 

June 2001 

 
  GSm2 136127264 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSm3 136127263 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSm4 136127262 

 
June 2001 
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Table A1.1 (Continued) 
      
Sample locations Sample ID Band# CUMV# Sampling Date  
GS Great Swamp NWR, NJ GSm5 136127259  June 2001 
  GSm6 136127260 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSm7 136127268 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSf1 008 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSf2 136127267 

 
June 2001 

 
  GSf3 136127266 

 
June 2001 

CH Cheesequake State Park, NJ CHm1 136127256 
 

June 2001 

 
  CHm2 136127254 

 
June 2001 

 
  CHm3 136127257 

 
June 2001 

 
  CHf1 136127258 

 
June 2001 

 
  CHf2 136127255 

 
June 2001 

EH Egg Harbor, NJ EHm1 120110746 
 

July 2001 
WB Woodland Beach, DE WBm1 136127272 

 
June 2001 

 
  WBf1 136127273 

 
June 2001 

BH Bombay Hook, DE BHm1 136127213 
 

June 2001 

 
  BHm2 136127206 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHm3 136127201 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHm4 136127203 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHm5 136127205 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHf1 136127208 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHf2 136127204 

 
May 2001 

 
  BHf3 136127202 

 
May 2001 

PM Port Mahone, DE PMm1 136127299 
 

June 2001 

 
  PMm2 136127300 

 
June 2001 

 
  PMm3 136127284 

 
June 2001 

 
  PMm4 136127210 

 
May 2001 

 
  PMm5 136127297 

 
June 2001 

 
  PMf1 136127285 

 
June 2001 

 
  PMf2 120110752 

 
July 2001 

 
  PMf3 136127296 

 
June 2001 

 
  PMf5 136127298 

 
June 2001 

FB Fishing Bay WMA, MD FBm1 
 

BT4419 June 2014 

 
  FBm2 

 
BT4420 June 2014 

 
  FBm3 

 
BT4422 June 2014 

 
  FBm4 169139703 

 
June 2014 

 
  FBm5 169139704 

 
June 2014 

 
  FBm6 169139705 

 
June 2014 

 
  FBm7 169139706 

 
June 2014 

 
  FBm8 169139708 

 
June 2014 

 
  FBf1 

 
BT4421 June 2014 

 
  FBf2 169139707 

 
June 2014 
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1.2 
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 different sites 

w
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Additional Tables and Figures (Chapter 2) 

 

 
 
Figure A2.1 Three examples of scaffolds showing co-localization of elevated FST and 

reduced nucleotide diversity (π).
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Figure A
2.2 

Patterns of variation in F
ST , π and Tajim

a’s D
 in regions containing candidate genes for coastal adaptation (I). 
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Figure A
2.3 

Patterns of variation in F
ST , π and Tajim

a’s D
 in regions containing candidate genes for coastal adaptation (II).
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Figure A2.4  Patterns of variation in FST, π and Tajima’s D in regions containing 

candidate genes for coastal adaptation (III). 
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Figure A2.5  In addition to enhanced plumage melanism, observations of swamp 

sparrows in the field and in museum collections suggest that coastal 
swamp sparrows also exhibit greater melanism in the soft tissue of their 
legs. Individuals shown are breeding males sampled from allopatric sites. 
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Table A2.1 Sampling information for breeding male swamp sparrows included in 

whole genome reference construction (*) or resequencing (N=25). 
 

Melospiza georgiana nigrescens (coastal) 
Sample ID Band #/Accession ID Location Date 
SWSPref * BT4419 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP1 BT4420 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP2 BT4422 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP3 169139703 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP4 169139704 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP5 169139705 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP6 169139706 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP7 169139708 Fishing Bay, MD 06.2014 
SWSP8 136127299 Port Mahone, DE 06.2001 
SWSP9 136127300 Port Mahone, DE 06.2001 
SWSP10 136127284 Port Mahone, DE 06.2001 
SWSP11 136127210 Port Mahone, DE 05.2001 
  
Melospiza georgiana georgiana (inland) 
Sample ID Band #/Accession ID Location Date 
SWSP13 BT4113 Tompkins County, NY 07.2013 
SWSP14 BT4112 Tompkins County, NY 07.2013 
SWSP15 BT1872 Tompkins County, NY 06.2008 
SWSP16 BT2254 Tompkins County, NY 05.2008 
SWSP17 BT3060 Tompkins County, NY 08.2009 
SWSP18 BT4418 Tompkins County, NY 05.2014 
SWSP19 BT4417 Tompkins County, NY 05.2014 
SWSP20 136127242 Erie County, PA 06.2001 
SWSP21 136127241 Erie County, PA 06.2001 
SWSP22 136127223 Garrett County, MD 06.2001 
SWSP23 136127226 Garrett County, MD 06.2001 
SWSP24 BT4079 Hamilton County, NY 05.2013 
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Table A2.2 Library statistics for the ALLPATHS-LG reference genome assembly for 

an allopatric coastal male swamp sparrow (Sample ID: SWSPref). 
 
 Fragment 3kb 8kb 
Number of original reads 542,406,170 507,715,832 466,743,564 
Mean length (bp) 101 NA NA 
GC content (%) 44.4   
Mean original insert size (bp) NA 3175 8065 
Mean insert after error correction (bp) NA 3130 8523 
Reads used in assembly (%) 88.2 27.7 8.2 
Number of pairs assembled 234,712,074 52,640,448 12,091,741 
Sequence coverage 47.3X 13.9X 3.8X 
Physical coverage 45.5X 165.8X 105.2X 
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Table A2.3 Summary stats from the ALLPATHS-LG reference genome assembly for 

an allopatric coastal male swamp sparrow. 
 

Assembly metric Reported value 
Minimum contig size (bp) 1,000 
Number of contigs 43,828 
Number of scaffolds 4,778 
Number of contigs per Mb 41 
Number of scaffolds per Mb 4.47 
Total contig length (Mb) 1.02 
Total scaffold length with gaps (Mb) 1.07 
N50 contig size (kb) 81.8 
N50 scaffold size (kb) 10,057 
N50 scaffold size, with gaps (kb) 8,220 
Median scaffold gap size (bp) 451±42 
Bases in captured gaps (%) 4.35 
Bases in negative gaps (%) 0.05 
Ambiguities per 10,000 bases 41.3 
Repetitive sequences (%) 18 
Estimated genome size from fragments (Gb) 1.21 
Estimated genome coverage by fragments 34X 
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Table A2.4 BLAST results for 41 FST peaks (50kb window mean FST > 0.8) on the 

best quality scaffolds in our genome assembly (scaffolds 0 - 150). 
Sequences were queried against the zebra finch (ZF; 
Taeniopygia_guttata-3.2.4 reference Annotation Release 103). Square 
brackets contain genes located under each peak, and genes outside of 
brackets are adjacent to the peak. Arrows represent orientation of the 
mapped SWSP sequence relative to genes in the ZF annotation. 
Candidate genes for coastally adaptive traits indicated in bold. 
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Table A2.5 Allele frequency divergence between coastal breeding locations may 

explain positive Tajima’s D at three genes. Positive Tajima’s D for the 
remainder (FST < 0.1 for 6/9 genes) may be due to selection acting on 
standing variation during coastal colonization (Ch. 2 Discussion). For 
genes in regions that are invariant within coastal swamp sparrows (*), 
the region used to estimate FST was expanded by 1Mb. 

 
Candidate gene FST between coastal sites 
ATP6V1G3 0.30* 
SPRED1 0.22 
TGFβR1 0.08* 
BLOC1S2 / TMEM72 0.08 
SLC41A2 0.03 
CLIC2 0.26 
ANO2 -0.09 
RAMP3 -0.05 
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Table A2.6 FST peaks implicating six of the 31 total candidate gene regions from our 

genome scan mapped to approximately the same location as centromeric 
regions of chromosomes 1A, 2, 8 and 14, assuming synteny with the 
zebra finch (Ellegren et al. 2012). “C” denotes the complementary strand. 

 
Zf  
chr. 

SWSP 
scaffold 

Candidate 
gene Gene location Approximate 

centromere location Overlap? 

1A 44 SLC41A2 54,291,473-54,327,642 48-62Mb Y 
 137 ANO2 63,010,746-63,146,169 Y 
2 10 TGFBR1 c75,639,906-75,667,037 58-98Mb Y 
 29 VPS41 

LRRFIP2 
34,833,041-34,946,622 
c35,152,325-35,207,644 

N 
N 

 148 RAMP3 76,984,792-77,027,615 Y 
3 68 PPP3R1 c3,515,047-3,553,175 28-39Mb N 
4A 36 EFNB1 

YIPF6 
5,792,636-5,812,169 
c6,362,174-6,365,560 

Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 
N 

 127 CLIC2 
OCRL 

15,652,595-15,661,001 
15,930,829-15,962,670 

N 
N 

5 6 GREM1 
SPRED1 

c30,061,804-30,062,492 
c30,244,669-30,302,996 

Acrocentric N 
N 

 128 CTNND1 7,360,802-7,372,751 N 
6 17 BLOC1S2 

TMEM72 
16,616,252-16,619,081 
18,255,900-18,261,601 

Acrocentric N 
N 

8 5 ATP6V1G3 c4,976,229-4,987,371 Acrocentric, 0-5Mb Y 
9 97 SOX14 

TPCN2L 
5,492,381-5,493,165 
5,508,996-5,516,996 

Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 
N 

10 14 SNX33 c1,712,115-1,715,870 Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 

11 25 CA5A c10,784,894-10,795,589 Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 

14 140 NOG2L c675,530-676,355 Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

Y 

20 98 SLC12A5 
SNX21 

c7,493,161-7,505,535 
c7,568,467-7,570,588 

Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 
N 

23 92 EDN2 1,419,652-1,423,181 Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 

24 
 

120 SNX19 
JAM3 
VPS26B 

6,826,587-6,851,839 
c5,775,557-5,783,714 
c5,717,164-5,725,457 

Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 
N 
N 

26 138 CAMK1G c3,340,304-3,358,538 Acro/telocentric,  
end unknown 

N 
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Functional details on candidate genes (Chapter 2) 

Salinity tolerance: ion transporters. Four genes under FST peaks between inland and 

coastal swamp sparrows encode ion channels that may confer tolerance to salinity via 

Na+, Cl- or Mg2+ transport mechanisms. These include two members of the Solute 

Carrier Family: SLC12A5 and SLC41A2. SLC12 genes encode a superfamily of 

cation-coupled Cl- co-transporters that maintain ion concentrations in many cells types 

and tissues (Hebert et al. 2004). SLC12A5 is a K+/Cl- co-transporter specific to 

neurons (Song et al. 2002). Two closely related SLC12s, SLC12A1 and SLC12A3, 

contain rare mutations in humans that affect salt reabsorption in the kidney (Ji et al. 

2008). The other SLC candidate gene, SLC41A2, encodes a plasma membrane Mg2+ 

transporter. SLC41A2 expression is responsive to extracellular Mg2+ concentrations in 

mice, making it likely that it plays a role in Mg2+ homeostasis (Goytain and Quamme 

2005). Closely related transporters SLC41A1 and SLC41A3 control Mg2+ reabsorption 

in the kidney nephron DCT of mice and fish (de Baaij et al. 2013, 2016; 

Kodzhahinchev et al. 2017). Chloride Intracellular Channel 2 (CLIC2) is protein that 

can insert itself into membranes, creating a Cl- channel (UniProtKB). Anoctamin 2 

(ANO2) encodes a Ca2+ activated Cl- channel (Hartzell et al. 2009). Transmembrane 

protein 72 (TMEM72) is a putative ion channel, expressed in the kidney nephron DCT 

where Na+ is reabsorbed (Habuka et al. 2014). 

 

Salinity tolerance: regulators of vesicle trafficking. Multiple candidate genes for salt 

tolerance were associated with vesicle trafficking (10/22). ATPase H+ Transporting V1 

Subunit G3 (ATP6V1G3) encodes the ATP catalytic subunit of a proton pump 

expressed in the membrane of vacuoles, endosomes and lysosomes (Entrez). ATPase 

proton pumps establish the initial electrochemical gradient that facilitates transport of 

other ions (like Na+ or Cl-) across the vesicle membrane (Batelli et al. 2007). Vacuolar 
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Protein Sorting genes (VPSs) mediate vesicle traffic to vacuoles, endosomes and 

lysosomes. VPS41 is a core component of the HOPS complex that regulates vesicle 

traffic to lysosomes. It is recruited to vesicle membranes by RAB7 (Entrez, 

UniProtKB), a gene that confers salt tolerance when over-expressed in Arabidopsis 

thaliana (Peng et al. 2014).  VPS26B is a core component of the Cargo-Selective 

Complex (CSC), which regulates endosome traffic to the Trans-Golgi Network (TGN) 

for recycling. The CSC is recruited to vesicle membranes by RAB7A (UniProtKB). 

Rates of lysosome turnover and regeneration are controlled by the signaling molecule 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PtdIns(4,5)P2) in association with the protein 

Clathrin (Rong et al. 2012). The gene OCRL encodes an inositol polyphosphate-5-

phostphatase that converts PtdIns(4,5)P2 into a different form, regulating the available 

pool of this signaling factor for lysosome regeneration (UniProtKB). Sorting Nexins 

like candidate genes SNX19, SNX21 and SNX33 are proteins that regulate several 

stages of vesicle trafficking and bind phosphoinositides (Entrez, UniProtKB). SNX33 

promotes expression of Na+ Channel Epithelial 1 Alpha Subunit (ENAC) at the cell 

surface, and this is the main ion channel driving Na+ reabsorption in the DCT of the 

kidney (UniProtKB, Butterworth 2010). The gene Yip1 Domain Family Member 6 

(YIPF6) is not well studied but is associated with vesicle transport and Clathrin-coated 

vesicle budding (Entrez). The Cl- ion transporter CLIC2 (see “ion transporters”, 

above) may also interact with vesicle transport. In mice, the closely related gene 

CLIC4 is expressed in kidney tubules and regulates early endosomal vesicle 

trafficking. CLIC4 knockout mice do not develop normal kidney tubules (Chou et al. 

2016). 

 

Salinity tolerance: excretion. Carbonic anhydrase 5A (CA5A) is a mitochondrially-

localized enzyme involved in ammonia detoxification. This enzyme converts 
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bicarbonate (H2CO3) into carbon dioxide and water in kidney nephrons (Supuran 

2008). CA5A knockout mice exhibited physiological effects related to dietary salt, 

requiring Na+ and K+ supplementation in order to yield the same number of offspring 

as wild type mice (Shah et al. 2013).  

 

Salinity tolerance: adhesion proteins reducing permeability. Junctional Adhesion 

Molecule 3 (JAM3) creates tight junction seals that reduce epithelial and endothelial 

permeability, preventing solutes and water from passing between cells in tissues like 

the intestine (Entrez). Catenin Delta 1 (CTNND1) is a Cadherin-associated member of 

the Armadillo protein family that also creates cell-to-cell adhesion, as well as 

contributing to the action of the WNT signaling pathway (Entrez, UniProtKB). 

 

Other candidate genes for bill depth. Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) signaling is 

another important pathway in early bill and facial development (Wilke et al. 1997), 

and Sprouty Related EVH1 Domain Containing 1 (SPRED1) is an antagonist of FGF 

signaling that was up-regulated in embryonic facial tissue after infection with the 

growth factor FGF8 (Li et al. 2013). Ephrin B1 (EFNB1) is a ligand of Eph-related 

receptor tyrosine kinases, and mutations in EFNB1 are associated with human 

craniofacial deformities that are sexually dimorphic and are characterized by a broad 

face and nose (RefSeq, Entrez, GeneCards). 

 

Other pleiotropic candidate genes. Like OCRL, the candidate gene implicated in 

lysosomal regeneration (see “regulators of vesicle trafficking”, above), the sorting 

protein encoded by the gene DAB2 also regulates lysosome traffic and turnover rates 

by binding to both Clathrin and PtdIns(4,5)P2. DAB2 also functions during 

endocytosis of Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR), the 
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Cl- channel responsible for salt reabsorption by intestinal cells, airways and sweat 

glands in humans (Wine 2003). Highly pleiotropic, DAB2 also inhibits WNT/β-

catenin signaling, which could affect melanogenesis, and participates in TGFβ 

signaling by facilitating the phosphorylation of SMAD2 by TGFβR1 (UniProtKB). 

The protein encoded by the bill depth candidate gene EFNB1, implicated in facial and 

nasal deformities in humans, may also influence cell-to-cell adhesion (Entrez). 

 

Higher order signaling factors. The remaining candidate genes act at high levels 

within core signaling cascades and therefore also have the potential to exert 

pleiotropic effects on phenotypes depending on downstream responses to that signal. 

These candidates include Ca2+/Calmodulin Dependent Protein Kinase 1G (CAMK1G), 

a gene that resembles CAMK and may serve a similar function responding to Ca2+ or 

Calmodulin (CaM) and propagating the MAPK signaling cascade to influence gene 

expression (RefSeq). The candidate gene Protein Phosphatase 3 Regulatory Subunit B 

Alpha (PPP3R1) encodes another participant in MAPK signaling that binds Ca2+ or 

CaM (GeneCards). Leucine Rich Repeat Binding FLII Interacting Protein 2 

(LRRFIP2) works with DVL3 to activate the WNT signaling pathway, upstream of β-

catenin (UniProtKB). SRY-Box 14 (SOX14) is a transcription factor that functions in 

cell determination during development, and mutations in SOX14 are associated with 

Mobius syndrome, a craniofacial deformity (RefSeq, Entrez). 
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Additional Tables and Figures (Chapter 3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table A3.1 BLAST mapping locations to Geospiza fortis scaffolds (GeoFor_1.0) for 

four ddRAD loci with high F’ST and low ΦST in the comparison between 
inland and coastal swamp sparrows (see methods). The locations of 
centromeric regions were estimated assuming synteny with the zebra finch 
(Ellegren et al. 2012). “C” denotes a location on the complementary 
strand. 

 
Locus Scaffold Blast location ZF chr Centromere 
4612 NW_005054383.1 830573-830715 14 Y 
1965 NW_005054303.1 12906841-12906962 5 N 
12128 NW_005054422.1 359277-359386 2 N 
3803 NW_005054454.1 286461-286568 1B ? microchr 
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Additional Tables and Figures (Chapter 4) 
 

 
Figure A4.1 Association of genotypes at sites near the candidate salt tolerance gene 

ATP6V1G3 with salinity of the breeding habitat. Dotted line denotes a 
significance threshold of p = 1x10-5. 

 

 
 
Figure A4.2 Association of genotypes at sites near the gene DAB2 with salinity of the 

breeding habitat. Dotted line denotes a significance threshold of  
p = 1x10-5. 
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Figure A4.3 Association of genotypes at sites near the gene RAMP3 with salinity of 

the breeding habitat. Dotted line denotes a significance threshold of  
p = 1x10-5. 

 

 
 
Figure A4.4 Association of genotypes at sites near the gene CTNND1 with black 

crown size. Dotted line denotes a significance threshold of p = 1x10-5. 
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Table A4.1 Gene identities from plots of genotype-phenotype associations in swamp 

sparrows (Figures 4.3, 4.5, A4.1-4.4). Candidate genes for salt tolerance or 
melanic traits shown in bold (Chapter 2). 

 
Scaffold Genes 
5 ATP6V1G3, PTPRC 

17 ABCG2L, BLOC1S2L, BLOC1S2, CYP2H1L, ALOX5, MARCH8, ZFAND4, FAM21C, MSMBL(3) 

64 TTC33, PTGER4, DAB2, C9, FYB, RICTOR, OSMRL, LIFR, EGFLAM 

81 BNC2, CCDC171 

128 LPXN, CTNND1, C5h11orf31, TMX2, MED19, ZDHHC5 

148 ADCY1, RAMP3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


